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CHAPTER 4 

4 Description of the Proposed Works 
4.1 Introduction 

Structure of this Chapter 

 This chapter describes: 

• the existing condition of the Portishead Branch Line (section 4.2); 

• the principal features of the Portishead Branch Line (MetroWest Phase 1) 
Development Consent Order Scheme (“the DCO Scheme”) (section 4.3); 

• the construction strategy (Section 4.4); 

• operational activities (Section 4.5); 

• institutional arrangements (Section 4.6); 

• the decommissioning phase (Section 4.7); and 

• a brief description of other works required for the MetroWest Phase 1 project, not 
forming part of the DCO Scheme (Section 4.8). 

Location 

 Figure 4-1 below shows the location of the DCO Scheme. A more detailed version of the 

scheme elements and indicative red line boundary at 1:2,500 (A3) is provided in the PEI 

Report Volume 3 Figure 4-2 Sheets 1 to 20. 

 

Figure 4-1: Reference Plan 
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The Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project and Associated 
Development 

 The Portishead Branch Line DCO Scheme comprises the nationally significant 

infrastructure project (“NSIP”) and its associated development. The reconstruction of the 

disused section of the railway line between Portishead and Pill falls within the definition of 

a nationally significant infrastructure project for the purposes of Section 25 of the Planning 

Act 2008, being the construction of a railway over 2 km in length.  Other works required 

for the DCO Scheme, such as the new stations, works to the highway at Portishead and the 

alterations to the railway between Pill and Ashton Junction are Associated Development 

as defined by Section 114 of the Planning Act 2008. 

 In addition, certain works on the national rail network will be carried out under Network 

Rail's permitted development (“PD”) rights, which will also facilitate MetroWest Phase 1. 

These are also described in this chapter. 

Purpose of this Chapter 

 The description of the DCO Scheme presented explains its likely construction and 

operation aspects, to enable an assessment of those elements of the DCO Scheme which 

could potentially have a significant effect on people and the environment. 

 The description of the DCO Scheme has been prepared in compliance with the 

requirements in the EIA Regulations, Schedule 4, Part 1; Advice Notes provided by The 

Planning Inspectorate; and the Scoping Opinion1 paragraphs 2.39 to 2.52. 

 The description of the DCO Scheme is presented on the basis of the design and 

construction strategy developed to date. Where options remain or flexibility on the 

location or nature of the design or construction method is required, these are described 

and the environmental assessment in the subsequent chapters is based on the worst case 

anticipated. 

 Consideration has also been given to the decommissioning phase at the request of the 

Planning Inspectorate (see paragraph 2.63 in the Scoping Opinion). As the operational 

stage of the DCO Scheme is very long term and has no foreseeable end-date there are no 

proposals to decommission the DCO Scheme in the future. Different elements of the DCO 

Scheme have been designed to meet various design life standards, as explained in Section 

4.3 below, so it is likely that elements of the DCO Scheme will be replaced during the 

operational life of the DCO Scheme. 

Referencing and Conventions Adopted in this Chapter 

 The standard distance referencing system adopted by the railways in the 19th century was 

miles (“mi”) and chains (“ch”) and this continues to be used on the national rail network. A 

chain is 66 feet long and there are 80 chains in a statute mile. The distance on the 

Portishead Branch Line was measured out from London Paddington, so the Portishead 

Branch Scheme extends between about 120 mi and 77 ch at Ashton Junction to 129 mi 

and 28 ch at Portishead station. Reference to high mileage and low mileage means a 

                                                           
1 The Scoping Opinion prepared by The Planning Inspectorate sets out the matters to be addressed in the Environmental Statement to be 
submitted with the DCO application by the applicant. The Scoping Opinion is available at The Planning Inspectorate’s webpage at the 
following address https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/south-west/portishead-branch-line-metrowest-phase-1/.  

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/south-west/portishead-branch-line-metrowest-phase-1/
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location closer to Portishead or Bristol respectively. Metric measurements have also been 

used for design purposes, with Ashton Junction at about 4+740 m and Portishead at 

18+240 m. Both referencing systems are shown on Figure 4-2 Sheets 1 to 20 in the PEI 

Report Volume 3 Book of Figures. 

 Reference to the ‘up’ and ‘down’ line refers to the direction of travel. In England, the up 

line generally refers to the track on the left hand side in the direction of London. For the 

Portishead Branch Line on the section of double tracking between Parson Street junction 

and Ashton, the up line is the track up to Bristol and the down line is in the direction of 

Portishead. 

 It is standard practice on railway projects to describe features from the direction of low to 

high mileage. Consequently, Network Rail reports describe the scheme from the eastern 

end at Parson Street Junction to Portishead in the west. 

 For the Portishead Branch Line, the NSIP is located at the high mileage end, that is 

between Portishead and Pill. Consequently, much of the description of the DCO Scheme in 

this chapter is described in the direction from high to low mileage (or west to east) from 

Portishead to Ashton Junction. This has been done in order to focus on the NSIP as the 

Work that brings the DCO Scheme into the Planning Act 2008 regime. However, this 

chapter includes some tables and description taken from reports prepared for or on behalf 

of Network Rail which order the information from low to high mileage (that is, from east 

to west). 

 An explanation of technical terms is provided in the glossary at the end of the PEI Report. 

Useful terminology is explained at the end of this chapter. 

4.2 Existing Condition of the Portishead Branch Line 
Short History 

 The Portishead Branch Line was built in the 1860s, opening to Portishead in 1867, with an 

extension to the port in Portishead in 1869. The original railway line was built as a single 

line to broad gauge standards. The line was converted to standard gauge in 1880 and a 

section of double tracking was constructed from Clifton Bridge station to the junction with 

the Bristol to Exeter mainline in 1883. 

 Passenger services continued between Portishead and Bristol until 1964, and freight 

services continued to 1981. The last trains ran in connection with the Great Western 

Railway 150th Anniversary celebrations in 1985. The Portishead Branch Line then fell in to 

disuse and was not transferred to Railtrack as part of the operational network on 

privatisation of the national rail network. The Portishead Branch Line instead became 

vested in British Railways Board (Residuary) Limited. 

 The Royal Portbury Dock opened in 1978 and in 2002 the part of the former Portishead 

Branch Line was re-opened between Parson Street Junction and Portbury Dock Junction, 

at Pill. In this chapter the railway between Parson Street and Portbury Dock junction is 

referred to as the operational railway and the section between Portbury Dock Junction 

and Portishead is referred to as the disused railway. In order for the line to be reopened 

and go into Royal Portbury Dock, a substantial renewal of the existing permanent way was 

undertaken and a completely new section of line (approximately half a kilometre long) was 

built from Portbury Dock Junction, which lies just northwest of Pill, into the port. 
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 The disused section of the railway between Portbury Dock junction and Portishead was 

not maintained and became heavily over grown, with self-seeded trees, shrubs and scrub. 

Stations 

 Initially four railway stations were built along the railway line in the 1860s, serving 

Portishead, Portbury, Pill and Clifton Bridge. Ashton Gate Station opened in 1906, Ham 

Green halt opened in 1926, and Nightingale Valley halt opened in 1928. 

 The original Portishead station was closed and demolished in 1954 to facilitate access to 

the new Portishead B Power Station. A new station was built (where the Waitrose petrol 

station now stands) but was closed a decade later as the passenger services between 

Portishead and Bristol Temple Meads ceased in 1964. Consequently, there are no remains 

of Portishead station and a new station needs to be built. 

 The Old Portbury Station is still in existence, but the station house is now a private 

residence and the platform has been incorporated into its garden. 

 Pill station closed in 1964. The platforms along the southern and northern side of the 

railway line are still visible, but are in a poor state of repair. The DCO Scheme includes re-

opening Pill station as a single platform on the southern side of the railway. 

 Ham Green Halt opened to serve the nearby hospital and closed in 1964. The redundant 

platform remains on Ham Green Viaduct over Ham Green Lake. 

 Nightingale Valley halt was located about 190 m northwest of the Clifton Suspension 

Bridge. The halt opened to provide access for visitors to Leigh Woods, but only remained 

open for just over four years, closing in 1932. No visible signs of the station remain today. 

 Clifton Bridge Station was located in Bower Ashton, south of the Clifton Suspension Bridge. 

Originally it comprised a single platform on the western side of the railway track, with 

access off Clanage Road and a two storey station building facing the road. A second 

platform was built in the 1880s with a new pedestrian bridge linking the platforms. 

Following closure of the passenger services in 1964, the station buildings were largely 

demolished, but some elements remain, notably the western platform and the pedestrian 

footbridge which now forms part of a public right of way (“PRoW”). The site subsequently 

became the headquarters for the Avon and Somerset Constabulary Mounted Police and 

Dog Section, and has recently been vacated.  

 Ashton Gate station was located between Purell’s overbridge and the A370 Brunel Way 

overbridge in the outskirts of Bristol. The station was partially opened in 1906 to serve the 

home ground of the Bristol City football team at the Ashton Gate Stadium and fully 

opened in 1910. The station had two platforms one on either side of the double track. The 

station was closed temporarily between 1917 and 1926, and then permanently in 1964. 

The station was re-opened between 1970 and 1977 and again in 1980, but has remained 

closed ever since. The station buildings no longer exist, but the remnants of the platforms 

remain. 

 The DCO Scheme does not include the re-opening of stations at Portbury, Ham Green, 

Nightingale Valley, Clifton Bridge or Ashton Gate. 
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The Portishead Branch Line - the Permanent Way 

Brief Route Description from Bristol (Parson Street) to Portishead 

 From the junction with the Bristol to Exeter Railway at Parson Street, the Portishead 

Branch Line curves to the north and lies in a slight cutting passing under Liberty Lane 

overbridge and rising onto embankment to pass over Ashton Drive. Through the outskirts 

of Bristol to the southern end of the Avon Gorge, the railway is either on a slight 

embankment or is at grade. The railway generally lies on embankment through the gorge, 

heading north-west with a steep drop to the River Avon Tow Path and the River Avon on 

the east side and a deep cess and cliff face of the gorge on the west side. At the north end 

of the Avon Gorge the railway leaves the river bank then curves around to the south west 

then west and generally continues on embankment, with a cutting approaching Ham 

Green. The railway passes through three tunnels in the Avon Gorge and a fourth between 

Ham Green and Pill, before crossing a six span brick viaduct at Pill. The site of Pill station is 

in a deep cutting. 

 The railway comes out of cutting and onto embankment at Avon Road before a slight 

embankment between the Portbury Dock Junction and the M5 overbridge. Between the 

M5 and Portishead the railway is either at grade or on a slight embankment. The railway is 

crossed by two overbridges carrying the highways of Marsh Lane and Royal Portbury Dock 

Road whilst heading south west, running parallel to the fence of the Bristol Port 

Company's Royal Portbury Dock and the highway known as The Portbury Hundred. At the 

next highway overbridge, carrying Station Road, the site of the former Portbury station is 

reached. The railway thereafter runs west towards Portishead passing under the highway 

of Sheepway before terminating in Portishead. 

 The principal existing structures along the Portishead Line (known by Network Rail as the 

“POD”) are identified in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1: Approximate Location of Existing Structural Assets on the Portishead Branch Line, from Parson Street 
Junction to Portishead 

Asset 
Network Rail’s Code for the 

Railway Line 
Approximate mileage (miles 

and chains) 

Parson Street Junction Bristol to Exeter main line 120mi 25ch (ref) 

Coal Pit Lane Overbridge  POD 120mi 38ch 

Chilcott Road Underbridge POD 120mi 64ch 

Ashton Road Overbridge  POD 121mi 24ch 

A370 Overbridge  POD 121mi 27ch 

Purell’s Overbridge  POD 121mi 33ch 

Clifton Overbridge  POD 121mi 68ch 

Clifton Bridge No. 1 Tunnel POD 122mi 23ch 

Valley Underbridge POD 122mi 34ch 

Underbridge POD 122mi 40ch 

Clifton Bridge No. 2 Tunnel POD 122mi 53ch 
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Table 4-1: Approximate Location of Existing Structural Assets on the Portishead Branch Line, from Parson Street 
Junction to Portishead 

Asset 
Network Rail’s Code for the 

Railway Line 
Approximate mileage (miles 

and chains) 

Underbridge 1 POD 122mi 66ch 

Underbridge 2 POD 122mi 74ch 

Underbridge 3 POD 123mi 11ch 

Underbridge 4 POD 123mi 23ch 

Underbridge 5 POD 123mi 34ch 

Underbridge 6 POD 123mi 64ch 

Sandstone Tunnel POD 123mi 77ch 

Miles Dock Underbridge POD 124mi 08ch 

Underbridge POD 124mi 44ch 

Cages Overbridge  POD 124mi 77ch 

Miles Viaduct Underbridge POD 125mi 27ch 

Pill Tunnel POD 125mi 33ch 

Pill Viaduct Underbridge POD(NSIP) 126mi 00ch 

Pill Overbridge  POD(NSIP) 126mi 07ch 

Pill Station Overbridge  POD(NSIP) 126mi 08ch 

Avon Road Underbridge POD(NSIP) 126mi 29ch 

M5 Overbridge  POD (NSIP) 126mi 60ch 

Underpass POD (NSIP) 126mi 65ch 

Marsh Lane Overbridge  POD (NSIP) 127mi 04ch 

Portbury Dock Road Overbridge  POD (NSIP) 127mi 25ch 

Station Road Overbridge POD (NSIP) 128mi 00ch 

Sheepway Overbridge  POD (NSIP) 128mi 47ch 

Structures in italics lie outside the DCO Scheme 

 

Track Bed Condition 

 Track bed investigations have been undertaken along the permanent way to assess the 

current condition, the suitability of the track bed for the proposed DCO Scheme and to 

inform the design for track bed renewal. 

 On the disused railway the track bed is now vegetated throughout. The build-up of organic 

matter over several decades has made the ballast unsuitable as the particle size of the 

ballast does not meet current standards for railway ballast. 
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 Between Portbury Dock Junction and Parson Street Junction the Portishead Branch Line is 

an operational railway used daily for freight workings from Royal Portbury Dock and 

maintained to freight line standards by Network Rail. Along the operational railway line 

between Pill and Parson Street Junction, organic matter and silt has also mixed with the 

ballast and the existing track bed formation will require works to achieve modern 

standards for the DCO Scheme, including ballast cleaning and installation of a sand blanket 

in some places. 

 Track bed sampling has demonstrated elevated levels of some contaminants in the ballast, 

predominantly lead and zinc, at discrete locations along the disused section of the railway 

and along sections of the freight line between Portbury Dock Junction and the Ashton 

Junction. Further testing is on-going to determine appropriate handling, treatment, and 

disposal. 

Rails, Sleepers, Top Ballast and Geometry 

 The remaining track on the disused railway between Portbury Dock Junction and 

Portishead mainly comprises bullhead rail that is not suitable for use in new construction. 

The wooden sleepers are too rotten to be re-used for railway purposes and the ballast is 

geotechnically unsuitable for modern railway construction due to the large proportion of 

fine grained material. Consequently, the existing track elements i.e. the rails, sleepers and 

ballast will need to be completely removed and replaced. 

 Between Portbury Dock Junction and Parson Street Junction, the existing rails generally 

consist of BS113A flat bottomed rails dating from 2000/2001 when the railway line was 

refurbished in order to run freight trains. The rails are generally in good condition, with a 

few areas exhibiting minor side wear and some areas of pitting. The track is continuous 

welded rail (“CWR”) throughout. 

 The sleepers are generally in good condition, with the exception of isolated areas at 

overbridges and tunnels where the steel sleepers are heavily corroded. 

 The track generally follows the natural topography with curves typically in the 400 m 

radius region. There are numerous compound curves on both the up and down lines. The 

cant on the route does not typically exceed 45 mm. 

 There are a number of sections of pre-1976 cast rail that are not suitable for use in new 

construction and need to be replaced. Large sections of the rails through the Avon Gorge 

have rail defects, this is mostly side (uneven) wear of the rails from the tight curvature. 

These also need to be replaced with new rail for the introduction of passenger traffic as 

the alignment, line speed, track category and maintenance regimes will change. 

Track Drainage 

 Along the disused railway, drainage ditches have gradually degraded due to vegetation 

growth and sedimentation. The railway crosses a number of drains and small streams or 

rhynes which are culverted under the railway. 

 Along the operational railway drainage surveys in summer/autumn 2015 identified 

existing track drainage systems at Ashton Gate, Clifton Tunnel No. 2 and Pill Tunnel.  

Engineered drainage systems were not identified along the remainder of the route. 

However, these areas showed no evidence of standing water, although some localised wet 

material was found, most likely attributed to poor ballast condition restricting the speed 
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at which the ballast can drain. Overall, it is believed that the track drains well, albeit slowly 

in localised areas. 

Tunnels 

 The line between Ashton Gate Junction and Pill Junction passes through four tunnels. 

Working north from Parson Street, these are known as Clifton Bridge No. 1 Tunnel, Clifton 

Bridge No. 2 Tunnel, Sandstone Tunnel, and Pill Tunnel. The locations of the tunnels are 

shown on Figure 4-3 below and a summary of key features is presented in Table 4-2. 

  

Figure 4-3: Location of the tunnels on the existing operational railway 

 

 Network Rail and their advisors have carried out geotechnical and structural assessments 

through a combination of desk study and visual inspections. The results indicate that the 

tunnels are generally in good condition, with isolated defects in some of the tunnels as 

indicated below: 

• Clifton Bridge No. 1: very good and stable condition. 

• Clifton Bridge No. 2: lined components are deteriorating gradually, particularly in the 
relieving arches. 

• Sandstone Tunnel: areas of sandstone may be degrading gradually and recent repairs 
need to be improved and monitored. 

• Pill Tunnel: in a similar condition to Sandstone Tunnel but degrading more rapidly due 
the high levels of water ingress. 
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 The track formation, track alignment, gauging, fire and evacuation routes have all been 

considered within the design to verify that the tunnels are suitable for the change of use 

from freight to passenger service. Subject to minor works, the tunnels are suitable for the 

restoration of passenger services. 
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Table 4-2: Summary of information on the tunnels 

Characteristics Clifton Tunnel No. 1 Clifton Tunnel No. 2 Sandstone Tunnel Pill Tunnel 

Start and end 
mileage 

122 mi 23 ch to 122 mi 25.75 ch 122 mi 52.75 ch to 122 mi 63.25 ch 123 mi 77.25 ch to 124 mi 1.25 ch 125 mi 33.25 ch to 125 mi 63.5 ch 

Length 54 m 210 m 80 m 608 m 

Shape Semi-circular, curved in plan with a 
20ch radius throughout 

Where the tunnel is unlined, the 
shape is as the rock bedding allows 
and is at a more angular straight cut 

Semi-circular single bore Elliptical 

Height 22 ft (8.53 m) Varies 4.8 m Originally 17 ft 6 in (5.33 m) from 
rails to crown (rail level changed) 

Width 28 ft (8.53 m) 16 ft 6 in (5.02 m) 4.81 m 16 ft (4.85 m) 

Lining Fully brick lined, other than in 
relieving arches 

c80% unlined and c20% lined with 
brick comprising masonry sidewalls 
with a brick barrel. The longer lined 
section incorporates relieving 
arches in masonry sidewalls. 

Fully stone block and brick lined Fully brick lined. Additional linings 
added c1927 from 125 mi 35-43.5 
ch. 

Cover (overburden) 9 to 15 m 8 to 39 m 7 to 18 m 3 to 7 m 

Land use above Woodland / natural rock. Evidence 
of trespass from graffiti 

Footpath and an old disused quarry Under the edge of Leigh Woods 
National Nature Reserve 

Directly above the tunnel, roads, 
public open space and footpaths. 
Gardens of private houses 

Portals Both built from stone voussoirs2 
and openings two bricks thick 

Natural rock openings in 
Carboniferous limestone 

Both comprise stone voussoirs, 
spandrels and parapets 

Stonework voussoirs, a headwall, a 
low parapet and masonry wing walls 

Construction date 
and method 

1867, bored 1867, bored 1867, bored 1867, bored 

                                                           
2 Wedge shaped or tapered stones used to build an arch 
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Table 4-2: Summary of information on the tunnels 

Characteristics Clifton Tunnel No. 1 Clifton Tunnel No. 2 Sandstone Tunnel Pill Tunnel 

Track gradient Rises at 1 in 100 to Portishead Track radius is 20 ch, with a short 
straight length between 122 mi 5 
5ch and 122 mi 58 ch. 

Rises at 1 in 300 to Portishead. 

Track radius is 20 ch throughout. 

Rises at 1 in 1056 to Portishead 

Mostly straight except for the 20 ch 
radii curves approximately 100 m 
from both portals. 

Rises at 1 in 100 to Portishead. 

Shafts Archive information indicates one 
shaft was sunk possibly around the 
centre point of the tunnel.  

None known. No information. Archive information indicates 
between one and six shafts.  

Water management None None None Multiple down pipes from the 
crown installed at various dates. 

Cess/formation drain pipes along 
both walls.  
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Existing Maintenance Commitments 

 Network Rail currently undertakes routine maintenance activities along their network. 

Current and planned maintenance activities along the operational railway between Parson 

Street Junction and Royal Portbury Dock are summarised in Table 4-3 below.  

Table 4-3: Summary of On-going and Planned Maintenance Activities 

Asset / Land Maintenance Activity Programme 

Underbridges Minor repairs and repointing As required.  

Rails, 
sleepers and 
ballast 

The rails and sleepers are replaced periodically, 
in response to inspections. 

Ballast is cleaned or renewed periodically. 

As required. 

Avon Gorge Network Rail periodically undertakes slope 
stability assessments  

Generally rock inspections are 
undertaken annually in high risk areas. 
The findings determine the scope and 
programme of remedial works.  

Vegetation Network Rail is currently developing a Site 
Management Statement (“SMS”) in consultation 
with Natural England for a five year period 2017-
2021 to manage the vegetation along the railway 
corridor through the Avon Gorge Woodlands 
SAC. 

Outside the SAC/SSSI, vegetation is controlled as 
per Network Rail standards. 

To be implemented in the coming 
months. 

 

The Surrounding Highway Network 

 A detailed description of the highway network and the potential impacts of the DCO 

Scheme on transport and traffic is provided in Chapter 16. This section provides an 

overview for the reader to understand the highway alterations required for the DCO 

Scheme. 

 The M5 crosses the lower River Avon at Avonmouth on a long bridge. To the north, 

Junction 18 in Shirehampton connects with the A4 into Bristol along the north and east 

side of the River Avon and along The Portway, under the Clifton Suspension Bridge, onto 

Hotwell Road and into Bristol city centre or to the south west via Brunel Way. On the 

south side of the lower River Avon, Junction 19 Gordano connects with the A369 between 

Portishead and the centre of Bristol along the south side of the River Avon. Between 

Junction 19 and the junction with the A370 in Ashton Gate, the A369 is known from west 

to east as Martcombe Road, Abbots Leigh Road, Rownham Hill, and Clanage Road. 

 The A369 between Junction 19 and Portishead, also called The Portbury Hundred, is a dual 

single lane carriageway providing the principal highway into Portishead. From Junction 19, 

the A369 extends westward across open countryside to a roundabout with Sheepway on 

the outskirts of the town. Sheepway continues towards the north east and east crossing 

the disused railway twice. The road continues as Station Road between the eastern bridge 

over the disused railway and Old Portbury Station (now a private house) and reconnects 

with the A369 at a T-junction close to Junction 19 on the M5. 

 The A369 continues through an area of recent housing development and at the next 

roundabout connects with Serbert Way into a commercial centre, and with Quays Avenue, 
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the main link into recent housing in western Portishead. Quays Avenue was built in 2004 

and crosses the disused railway corridor, which was already safeguarded in the North 

Somerset local plan. Planning permission was granted for Quays Avenue, assuming that in 

the event the railway scheme is implemented, a level crossing would be acceptable. 

However the Office of Rail and Road (“ORR”) is seeking to reduce the number of existing 

level crossings and does not support the opening of new railway crossings. As a result, the 

northern end of Quays Avenue needs to be re-aligned to provide sufficient space for the 

new station. (The options for station sites in Portishead are discussed in Chapter 3 Scheme 

Development and Alternatives Considered.) 

 The A370 connects with the A369, Brunel Way and the A3029 (Winterstoke Road) at a 

complicated junction in Ashton Gate. The Brunel Way links with the southern end of 

Hotwell Road and Bristol city centre on the north side of the River Avon while the A3029 

links south to the A38 between Bristol and Taunton in the vicinity of Parson Street railway 

station. 

 There is an existing level crossing over the railway on Ashton Vale Road which connects 

the A3029 Winterstoke Road and the Ashton Gate Industrial Estate. The industrial estate is 

bounded by the railway to the east, the A370 to the north, the Long Ashton Park and Ride 

to the east, and open land to the south.  

 There are several public rights of way and permissive paths along the railway corridor:  

• The Sustrans National Cycle Network (“NCN”) 26 uses part of the disused railway 

corridor between the Royal Portbury Dock Road overbridge and the M5 

overbridge while NCN 41 crosses the M5 bridges and passes through Pill Village.  

• The River Avon Tow Path runs along the western shore of the River Avon and 

alongside the operational railway for much of its length through the Avon Gorge.  

• There is a pedestrian crossing at Barons Close in Ashton Vale which is currently 

closed temporarily during the construction of the Ashton Vale to Temple Meads 

Bus Rapid Transit project (MetroBus). MetroWest Phase 1 is proposing to close 

this crossing as part of the DCO Scheme.  

The Principal Highway works proposed for the DCO Scheme 

 Quays Avenue in Portishead will be modified to re-align the northern part of Quays 

Avenue to the west, undertake alterations to Phoenix Way and relocate the existing 

roundabout between Quays Avenue, Phoenix Way and Harbour Road approximately 

100 m to the west. The highway alterations include various formal and informal pedestrian 

crossings and cycling route enhancements. 

 New or improved accesses to neighbouring land will be provided on Sheepway and the 

Portbury Hundred. 

 In Bristol there is a proposed extension of left turn flare lane on Winterstoke Road onto 

Ashton Vale Road and optimisation of the Ashton Vale Road signals and upgrade of the 

traffic signals at this junction. 
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4.3 Portishead Branch Line (MetroWest Phase 1) DCO 
Scheme 
Overview of MetroWest Phase 1 

 The Portishead Branch Line DCO Scheme is part of a larger project known as MetroWest 

Phase 1. The MetroWest Phase 1 project comprises the delivery of infrastructure and 

passenger train operations to provide: 

i. a half hourly service for the Severn Beach line (hourly for St. Andrews Road station 
and Severn Beach station); 

ii. a half hourly service for Keynsham and Oldfield Park stations on the Bath Spa to 
Bristol line; and 

iii. an hourly service (or an hourly service plus) for a reopened Portishead Branch Line 
with new/reopened stations at Portishead and Pill (and also serving existing stations 
at Parson Street, Bedminster and Bristol Temple Meads). 

 The majority of proposed infrastructure for the Portishead Branch Line is included in the 

DCO Scheme. The works on the Severn Beach line and the line between Bristol and Bath 

are within the existing operational railway and can be delivered utilising Network Rail’s 

general permitted development rights. 

 The MetroWest Phase 1 project was mobilised in 2013 and originally included proposals to 

operate a half hourly passenger train service on the Portishead Branch Line. However the 

estimated capital cost of this proposal, when ascertained in early 2017, was substantially 

greater than the available budget. As a result the four West of England councils 

determined to take a staged approach to the delivery of the MetroWest Phase 1 project. 

The proposals for the Severn Beach Line and Bath Spa to Bristol Line remain unchanged. 

The proposals for the Portishead Branch Line are now to be delivered in two stages. The 

initial stage is to deliver infrastructure to operate an hourly service, as set out above in 

paragraph 4.3.1 iii. It is envisaged that a second stage will be promoted separately at some 

point after the delivery of the initial stage, to upgrade the infrastructure to operate a half 

hourly passenger train service. This second stage will require separate statutory processes, 

business case and funding package and will not be progressed until after the delivery of 

the initial stage. There is currently no estimated opening date for the second stage.  

 The hourly service for the Portishead Branch Line entails passenger trains operating hourly 

all day between Portishead and Bristol Temple Meads, calling at Pill, Parson Street, and 

Bedminster. This provides up to 18 passenger trains in each direction per day (Monday to 

Saturday), with approximately 10 passenger trains in each direction on Sundays. The 

alternative 'hourly service plus' for the Portishead Branch Line entails passenger trains 

operating every 45 minutes during the am and pm peak and hourly off peak, between 

Portishead and Bristol Temple Meads, calling at Pill, Parson Street, and Bedminster. This 

hourly service plus option provides up to 20 passenger trains in each direction per day 

(Monday to Saturday), with approximately 10 passenger trains in each direction on 

Sundays. 

 The assessment set out in this PEI Report has been undertaken on the basis of 20 

passenger trains in each direction per day (Monday to Saturday), with approximately 10 

passenger trains in each direction on Sundays. Both the ‘hourly service’ and the ‘hourly 

service plus’ option require exactly the same infrastructure.  
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 Further information about the evolution of the DCO Scheme is set out in Chapter 3 

Scheme Development and Alternatives Considered. 

Design Standards and Requirements 

 This section sets out the key design standards and requirements which have driven the 

development of the design, and is followed by a description of the main elements of the 

NSIP and the associated works, and a separate summary of the works required in the Avon 

Gorge Woodlands Special Area of Conservation (“SAC”). A plan of the DCO Scheme is 

provided in Figure 4-2 Sheets 1 to 20 in the PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures and a 

detailed table of the scheme components is provided in Table 4-6 at the end of this 

section. 

 The design of the railway infrastructure will comply with Network Rail policy and be 

carried out in accordance with current Network Rail’s design standards. 

 The DCO Scheme entails the delivery of infrastructure and passenger train operations to 

provide an hourly service for a reopened Portishead Branch Line with stations at 

Portishead and Pill. The DCO Scheme accommodates the existing freight paths between 

Portbury Docks and Parson Street Junction. To deliver the timetable for the passenger 

train service, the design line speed for the new railway between Pill and Portishead needs 

be 75 mph. The line speed on the existing operational railway will remain unchanged at 

30 mph, however in order to achieve acceptable ride comfort for passengers some minor 

adjustment to the track geometry will be needed. (Figures 4-4 and 4-5). These design 

requirements govern the horizontal and vertical alignment of the permanent way. 

  

Figure 4-4: Current line configuration and line speeds 
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Figure 4-5: Proposed line configuration and line speeds for the DCO Scheme 
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a slightly different alignment to accommodate the 75 mph line speed and gauging through 

the existing overbridges. 

 The width of the railway corridor from fence to fence is generally 17 to 20 m and widens 

further at locations such as at bridges. The horizontal alignment of the track may vary by 

up to about three metres from the alignment of the track currently in situ in order to 

improve the curvature of the alignment and to allow sufficient separation between the 

railway and the Sustrans National Cycle Route 26 under the Portbury Royal Dock Road, 

Marsh Lane, and M5 overbridges. (The modifications to the Sustrans cycle route are 

considered below under Associated Development.) 

 At the old Portbury station house, the horizontal alignment of the new railway will be 

moved west by about three metres compared to the existing disused track to provide a 

better alignment under the arch of the Sheepway overbridge and to move the railway 

away from the old Portbury station house, which is now a private residential property. 

Consideration is being given to the boundary fence between the property and the railway 

for health and safety and acoustic screening reasons. 

 The NSIP from Portishead will approach Portbury Dock junction and pass through Pill 

Station in parallel with the freight only section of the operational railway runs to Portbury 

Dock.  

 The parallel lines will continue over Pill Viaduct and join at the new Pill Junction, to be 

located between Pill Viaduct and Pill Tunnel. The single line railway will then continue 

through Pill Tunnel and along the Avon Gorge. 

Associated Development between Portishead and Pill 

Portishead Station and Surrounds 

 Figure 4-6 Sheets 1 to 3 in the PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures shows the layout for 

the new railway station, car parking, highway modifications and public realm. 

 Quays Avenue in Portishead will be modified to re-align the northern part of Quays 

Avenue to the west, undertake alterations to Phoenix Way and relocate the existing 

roundabout between Quays Avenue, Phoenix Way and Harbour Road approximately 

100 m to the west. The highway alterations include various formal and informal pedestrian 

crossings and cycling route enhancements. 

 A combined pedestrian and cycle link to the town centre for non-motorised users ("NMU") 

will be provided using the section of disused railway to the west of the re-aligned Quays 

Avenue not required to be reopened as railway because of the location of the new 

Portishead station. 

 The new railway station and car park A will be constructed on the north side of the railway 

corridor and between the re-aligned Quays Avenue and the existing Wessex Water 

pumping station. Car park B will be built to the south of Harbour Road and west of the re-

aligned Quays Avenue. Car parking for up to 250 cars can be accommodated on the two 

sites. 

 A visualisation of the new station is illustrated in Figure 4-7 in the PEI Report Volume 3 

Book of Figures. The station will comprise a canopy structure sheltering the station 

building and a section of the single platform. The building will include a ticket and waiting 
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area and public toilets. There will also be an external mechanical and electrical compound 

and bin area. 

 Drinking water at the station will be supplied by Bristol Water plc and wastewater from 

the toilets will be discharged to the public sewer permitted by the sewerage undertaker 

Wessex Water. 

 The platform is to be approximately 130 m long which is sufficient to accommodate a five 

car train. CCTV, public announcement speakers and a communications mast will also be 

located on the platform. The platform will be lit by luminaires on lighting columns at 15 m 

spacing along the platform. 

 The station will link with proposed footpaths connecting with the Trinity Primary School 

crossing (proposed overbridge) along both the north and south side of, and parallel to, the 

railway. 

Trinity Primary School Crossing 

 A new combined pedestrian and cycle overbridge is proposed to link residential areas on 

the south and north sides of the railway and Trinity Primary School on the north side of 

the railway. The existing permissive at grade crossing over the disused railway will be 

closed. New footpath routes to Quays Avenue, parallel to the railway will be provided.  

The existing access routes linking with the surrounding residential area will be altered and 

improved, from Galingale Way to the Trinity Primary School bridge on the south side and 

from Tansy Lane to the bridge on the north side. The proposed layout of the bridge and 

access routes is shown on Figure 4-6 Sheet 3 of the PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures 

and cross-sections are provided in Figure 4-8 of the PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures. 

 The new overbridge is to be fully accessible to comply with the Equalities Act 2010 so it is 

suitable for disabled users as well as cyclists. A zig-zag ramp arrangement will be provided 

on both sides of the railway (with a gradient of 1:15) as well as staircases. Solid parapets 

1.8 m high will be provided over the railway while open parapets and handrails will be 

provided on the staircases and ramps. The whole structure is likely to be made of steel 

painted in a neutral colour. The overall height of the structure will be approximately 8.5 m 

above rail level. 

Permanent Accesses off Sheepway 

 A new permanent maintenance (vehicular) compound and track access point will be 

provided to the railway from the north side off Sheepway (Figure 4-9 Sheets 1 and 2 of the 

PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures). 

 The compound has been located tight to the existing road and railway boundary to 

minimise land-take, to provide access to the railway line for Network Rail via a secure 

gate. The vehicular maintenance gravel-surfaced compound will be sufficiently large to 

permit a turning area and parking for up to four 4.6 t light vans of the type used by 

Network Rail for maintenance activities. 

 The existing gates enabling access to the highway of Sheepway will be replaced and a 

gravel area will be provided outside the new gates to accommodate a number of parking 

places for cars similar to the existing public car park on Sheepway (approximately seven). 

The existing bus stop on Sheepway will be relocated about 20 m further east to remove 
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the potential conflict between buses approaching the bus stop and Network Rail vehicles 

entering and leaving the compound. 

 The permissive path that forms part of National Cycle Route No. 26 will be relocated to 

run along the outer edge of the new compound, with an entry point off Sheepway to the 

north of the bus stop to minimise conflict between cyclists and vehicles. The cyclepath will 

be 3 m wide, surfaced with gravel, and separated from the new compound by a security 

fence (style and height to be confirmed).  

 The layout and design of this facility have been developed taking into consideration the 

requirements of the National Grid Hinkley Point C Connection Project as presented in their 

DCO application. Further information on the National Grid project is provided in Chapter 

18 In-combination and Cumulative Effects Assessment and Appendix 18.2 Assessment 

Matrix in the PEI Report Volume 4 Appendices. 

 There will be a larger temporary construction compound at this location.  

 On the south side of Sheepway bridge over the railway the existing access to the field on 

the eastern side of Sheepway will be improved, as the existing accommodation crossings 

at Sheepway Gate Farm will be extinguished. 

New Access to Portbury Hundred 

 A new access for agricultural purposes will be provided on the A369 Portbury Hundred to 

the west of Station Road, Portbury to replace the access to those fields currently reached 

from Sheepway across the railway formation (Figure 4-10 in the PEI Report Volume 3 Book 

of Figures). These fields are also proposed to be the location of one of the principal 

temporary construction compounds and the new access will be used by construction 

traffic during the works to construct the NSIP. 

Public Rights of Way south of Portbury Dock 

 The existing public bridleway (LA8/66/10) that runs between the railway and the Port 

fence will be altered at the crossing at Royal Portbury Dock Road. The related permissive 

cycle route path under Royal Portbury Dock Road, which is permitted by licence by 

Network Rail, will be realigned to allow both the permissive route and railway to pass 

under Portbury Dock Road. Similar alterations to the alignment of National Cycle Route 26 

are proposed at the Marsh Lane and the M5 overbridges. 

 The alterations to the National Cycle Route 26 realign the existing cyclepath to the 

northern side of the underbridges and increase its width from between 1.8 and 2.03 m at 

present to between 2.5 and 2.65 m (see Figure 4-11 in the PEI Report Volume 3 Book of 

Figures). These alterations provide sufficient width for the railway and the cyclepath 

together under the structures and allow Network Rail to regrant a licence for cycle use 

following the revocation of the existing licence prior to the NSIP being constructed. The 

new alignments under the bridges will not become a PRoW and will be available to users 

by licence only, as is currently provided. There is not sufficient space to provide a width 

greater than 2.5 m to 2.65 m however the minimum width of 2.5 m is wider than the 

existing paths. The railway and cyclepath will be separated by security fencing. 

 On Royal Portbury Dock Road, the existing uncontrolled bridleway crossing will be 

improved over the road, comprising a “holding area” on both sides of the carriageway 

connecting to the bridleway and fenced along their outer boundaries (Figure 4-12 in the 
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PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures).  Equestrian users will be able to wait back from the 

road until there is a suitable gap in the traffic before crossing. 

 Works to National Cycle Route 26 are also proposed in the vicinity of the M5 underbridge 

(Figure 4-13 in the PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures). In this location Network Rail has 

granted a licence for National Cycle Route 26 to pass under the M5 alongside the railway 

and join National Cycle Route 41 between Pill and Avonmouth. The licensed route 

connects to a bridleway (LA8/67/10) on the north side of the railway and M5, which does 

not cross under the M5, but terminates beneath the Avonmouth Viaduct of the M5. 

Although no licence or PRoW exists for equestrian use, equestrians currently use the 

cyclepath to pass under the M5. 

 Consent is proposed to be sought for enhancement works to allow for the extension of 

bridleway LA8/67/10 north of the M5 underbridge to connect with National Cycle Network 

41 to the east of the M5 that connects with Pill. An alternative loop would then be 

provided to the north east of the existing crossing of the M5 overbridge. The bridleway, if 

constructed, would be 3 m wide with a maximum gradient of 1 in 12. On the south-eastern 

side of the M5, the new bridleway would be raised above existing ground levels due to the 

marshy conditions. The existing licensed route under the M5 is intended to be re-provided 

for and will (subject to Network Rail granting a new licence for its use) be available for 

pedestrians and cyclists, separated from the railway by security fencing. 

Minor Works to Bridges and Culverts along the Disused Railway 

 Inspections of structures along the disused railway are being undertaken. It is likely that 

minor remedial works will be required for some or all of the over-bridges, namely 

Sheepway, Station Road, Royal Portbury Dock Road, Marsh Lane, and the M5 railway 

underbridge, such as minor works to bridge parapets to enhance safety measures. 

 There is one accommodation underbridge referred to as “Cattle Creep”, which is accessed 

off Marsh Lane and the National Cycle Network 26, and provides access to fields between 

the disused railway, Marsh Lane and the M5. A number of important services route 

underground through the underbridge. A structural assessment indicates that the Cattle 

Creep underbridge is not sufficiently sound for the restoration of rail services and would 

need to be replaced or infilled. It is proposed to infill the structure, incorporating suitable 

protection and access for the services in discussion with the utility companies. 

 The flood risk assessment shows that during high magnitude flood events, flood water 

overbanks the Easton-in-Gordano stream and flows through the Cattle Creep underbridge, 

which is acting as an informal flood by-pass channel. To replace the loss of flood 

conveyance due to infilling the Cattle Creep underbridge, it is proposed to enlarge the 

culvert for the Easton-in-Gordano stream from 0.47 m diameter to 1.2 m diameter.  

 The remaining culverts along the disused railway will remain with minor repairs or, if no 

longer structurally sound, replaced on a like-for-like basis. 

 The drainage ditches along each side of the disused railway corridor will be cleared of 

vegetation and reformed. Track drainage will be via infiltration into the ballast and soil, 

with excess water channelled via the drainage ditches to existing discharge points to the 

local drainage network. 
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Avon Road Underbridge, Pill 

 To the west of Pill station the existing rail bridge over the Avon Road / Lodway Close 

pedestrian and cycle underpass will be replaced with a new wider bridge to support the 

double track section. The works include the construction of retaining wingwalls adjacent 

to the gardens of the residential property in Lodway Close.  This will require temporary 

access to a number of gardens of residential properties in Lodway Close.  To provide 

working space and a compound on the north side of the railway, a temporary diversion of 

NCN 41 is proposed, in to the perimeter of the adjacent open area known as Jenny's 

Meadow. To provide sufficient working space the demolition of a number of garages at 

the northern end of Avon Road is also proposed. 

Pill Car Park and Station 

 The former goods yard off Monmouth Road, is to be used for the main station car park, 

providing around 62 spaces (plus three disabled parking spaces closer to the station itself, 

off Station Road) - see Figure 4-14 Sheet 1 of the PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures. 

Part of the land at the new car park site may be used for a Principal Supply Point (“PSP”) 

for signalling equipment. The PSP will be housed in a single storey building similar in size 

and appearance to a shipping container as illustrated in Plate 4-1. Lighting will be provided 

at the car park.  

 Vehicle movements into and out of the car park will be via the entrance at the south east 

end off Monmouth Road. One tree on Monmouth Road will have to be removed and low 

level planting provided near the proposed entrance to maintain adequate visibility splays. 

 A vehicle restraint barrier will be provided along the southwestern edge of the car park 

and a security fence will be installed along the railway boundary. Scrub and long grass will 

be planted between the car parking area and proposed fence parallel to the railway, which 

can provide habitat for reptiles and amphibians. 

 The pedestrian route to the re-opened Pill Station from the car park, up Monmouth Road 

and across Station Road bridge to the railway station, will provide a new informal 

pedestrian crossing and be signposted (Figure 4-14 Sheet 2 in the PEI Report Volume 3 

Book of Figures). The existing planting along Monmouth Road between the car park and 

Station Road will be maintained to screen views of trains in the station and the station 

lighting. 

 Double yellow lines may be marked on part of Monmouth Road, Myrtle Hill, Chapel Row 

and Station Road to prohibit on road parking at all times. 

 The access to Pill Railway 

station will be off Station Road 

on the south side of the road 

overbridge. North Somerset 

District Council has purchased 

No. 7 Station Road. This 

property will be demolished 

and initially the site will be 

used as a small construction 

compound before being 

converted into the station 
 

Plate 4-1: Example of a principal supply point 
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forecourt. The station forecourt will include three disabled parking spaces and a car 

passenger drop off area. A shelter by the entrance will house a ticket machine, waiting 

area, seating and cycle parking for about 20 bicycles. Vehicular access into and out of the 

new station forecourt will be one-way, with the entrance off Sambourne Lane and the exit 

onto Station Road. 

 A new pedestrian ramp 2 m wide, 109 m long with a gradient of 1 in 22 will be constructed 

from the site of the new station forecourt to the platform. The ramp will be formed in a 

half turn shape in cross section integral with the retaining wall, supporting the railway 

alignment cutting. The first 79 m will descend from the station forecourt towards the 

station platform, with a 180° turn, and the remaining 30 m of the ramp will descend to the 

platform in the direction facing the new station entrance. A new staircase 2 m wide and 11 

m long, will also be installed adjacent to the ramp to provide additional access. 

 In order to achieve sufficient space for the new pedestrian ramp and platform the existing 

cutting side will need to be regraded and strengthened. These works will largely be within 

the operational railway boundary, although it will be necessary to secure land or rights 

over land to allow access to the top of the cutting. To stabilise the steepened cutting slope 

it will be necessary to use ground anchors to penetrate the subsoil below the gardens of 

the residential properties off Sambourne Lane and Hardwick Road and spray the cutting 

slope with reinforced concrete. 

 The existing down (southern) platform at the disused Pill railway station will be removed 

and re-built (Figure 4-14 Sheet 3 in the PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures). The new 

platform will be approximately 3.3 m wide and 126 m long to accommodate a five car 

train. A small shelter will be provided on the platform in front of the pedestrian ramp. An 

emergency refuge area will be provided at the Down (Portishead) end of the platform in 

the event of a fire on the train in the station. Lighting will consist of about 9 lighting 

columns about 5 m high and by lighting bollards in the emergency refuge area, all at 11 m 

spacings. CCTV and public announcement speakers will also be provided on the platform. 

 There will be no works to the up platform and slopes on the northern side of the railway, 

which will continue to look much as they are today. 

Earthworks 

 Earthworks will be required at three sites, all in Pill. 

 Avon Road Embankment (POD 126 mi 27 ch to 126 mi 34 ch) see Figure 4.2, Sheet 7 in the 

PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures. Part of the existing Avon Road embankment to the 

west of Avon Road underbridge requires alteration to accommodate the new track 

alignment. The top of the embankment has to be widened to provide sufficient width to 

carry both the new line from Portishead and the operational railway from Portbury Dock. 

In order to keep the permanent works within Network Rail land, it is proposed to widen 

the top of the embankment, bench the existing slope and cover it with compacted 

granular fill to create a steeper 1:2 embankment slope with a toe wall to the bottom of the 

slope. On the north-facing embankment, the slope will be steepened over a 45 m length, 

with a toe wall up to 2.5 m high provisionally comprising a king post supporting reinforce 

pre-cast concrete planks separated vertically by 5 mm plastic spacers to allow drainage 

with a hand rail to the top of the wall. The king posts may need to be piled to 8 m at the 

eastern end near Avon Road underbridge and tie in with existing gabion baskets at the 

western end. There will be no encroachment onto the cyclepath. On the southern 
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embankment the slope will be steepened over a 23 m length, with a toe wall provisionally 

comprising a gabion wall between 1 and 3 m high. The embankment slopes will be hydro-

seeded.  

 Hardwick Road Cutting (POD 126 mi 15 ch to 126 mi 27 ch) see Figure 4.2 Sheet 7 in the 

PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures. This cutting slope lies along the southern boundary 

of the railway extending from Pill station westward over about 220 m and to the north of 

the gardens of property along Sambourne Lane and Hardwick Road. The cutting slope 

needs to be cut back and steepened in order to provide sufficient space for the new track 

alignment and a fire refuge area. Earthworks will be required to stabilise the new slope. 

This will involve removal of material from the backslope, inserting soil nails into the back 

slope at 0.5 m distances, and covering the back slope with a structural facing such as 

reinforced concrete. The crest of the new cutting slope will be c0.5 m from the existing 

fence line and gardens.  

 Mount Pleasant Embankment (POD 125 mi 67 ch to 125 mi 63.7 ch) see Figure 4.2, Sheet 8 

in the PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures. This embankment lies on the southern side of 

the railway between the eastern abutment of Pill Viaduct and the proposed new Pill 

Junction. The embankment extends to the foot of a number of gardens of properties off 

Mount Pleasant. It is proposed to widen the embankment slope by installing a high level 

retaining wall at the crest of the slope over a length of about 86 m from Pill Viaduct 

eastwards, and stabilise the embankment slope over the same length by removing 

vegetation, laying a high tensile steel wire mesh over the width of the embankment slope 

and fixing it by drilling soil nails into the embankment. The length and spacing of the nails 

will be confirmed during detailed design. The retaining wall provisionally comprises a king 

post and concrete plank high level retaining wall with a 1.25 m high hand rail to the top of 

the wall along the cess for safety. The retaining wall may need to be fixed using soil 

anchors, depending on the strength of the subsoil, which is to be confirmed. 

Drainage  

 At Portishead Station, rainwater from the station and car park A will be discharged to the 

open drain known as The Cut by the Wessex Water pumping station. Stormwater from car 

park B will be discharged to a ditch along the southern boundary of the car park by 

Sainsbury's which drains to the Portbury Ditch. 

 The existing earth drainage ditches alongside the disused railway corridor in the NSIP will 

be cleaned out and re-formed as required. The culverts will be either restored or replaced 

on a like-for-like basis. It is currently envisaged that it will not be necessary to enlarge the 

existing culverts under the railway, but this will be confirmed during the detailed design 

phase. One exception is the culverted section of the Easton-in-Gordano stream which will 

be enlarged from a diameter of 0.47 m to 1.2 m to offset the reduction in flood 

conveyance from the infilling of the Cattle Creep underbridge. 

 The drainage proposals at Pill Station and car park are being developed. 

Associated Development Required along the Operational Railway Line 

 Numerous works are required along the operational railway line between Pill and Ashton 

Junction. The following subsection provides further details of those elements which are 

summarised in Table 4-6. 
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Work to improve existing Track Geometry 

 Immediately to the east of Pill Viaduct a new Junction (Pill Junction) will be formed to 

connect the NSIP with the railway from Portbury Dock, as is described in paragraph 4.3.6 

above.  Improved support from the existing embankment is required which will mean that 

soil nails are proposed to be installed beneath the track bed.  This will require temporary 

access to a number of back gardens of residential properties at Mount Pleasant and Eirene 

Terrace, Pill. 

 The line speed on the existing operational railway between Pill and Ashton will remain 

unchanged at 30 mph, however in order to achieve acceptable ride comfort for passengers 

some minor adjustments to the track geometry will be needed. These design requirements 

govern the horizontal and vertical alignment of the permanent way.  This will include 

some track slewing3 up to 1 metre and recanting4 to improve the horizontal alignment of 

the track to achieve the required ride comfort. All track realignment work will be within 

Network Rail's existing railway boundary. 

 The track ballast along the operational railway line between Pill and Ashton Junction is 

generally shallow and partly contaminated with organic matter from the surrounding 

vegetation. Some sections of the existing track will be lifted and the ballast cleaned or 

replaced. Where the track is to be slewed off the existing alignment, localised works may 

be required to improve soft ground prior to laying the new ballast, rails and sleepers. The 

proposed solution will consist of three different formation treatments (geotextile, sand 

blanket and capping layer) with new ballast to the affected areas. Some sections of the 

existing steel sleepers will be replaced with concrete sleepers and new track laid down. 

 If a formation treatment is required it is more economical to undertake a conventional 

relaying where the existing track is removed, new formation introduced and then use new 

concrete sleepers laid directly on to the bottom ballast. Reusing the steel sleepers would 

require additional tamping shifts to get the ballast up and compacted under the hollow 

underside and a continued period of track monitoring would be required to observe track 

settlement.  

Minor Works to Tunnels 

 There are no plans for major works to the four tunnels and the railway will remain single 

track through each one. Some rocks or brick lining may need to be removed within Clifton 

Tunnel No. 2 and Pill Tunnel respectively to accommodate the tilt of the trains towards the 

tunnel walls. 

Bridges 

 A structural survey has been undertaken of underbridges between Pill and Ashton 

Junction. Defects and sub-standard capacities have been recorded and remedial works 

identified. A distinction has been made between remedial works required for the DCO 

Scheme, non-critical repairs to be undertaken as part of a maintenance programme of 

                                                           
3 Slewing refers to moving the railway track sideways to change the horizontal alignment. 

4 The cant of the railway track refers to the difference in height of the two rails (similar to the camber for roads). This is normally done on 
curves, with the outer rail higher than the inner rail to allow trains to travel through the curve at higher speeds. Excessive canting leads to 
uneven wear of the rails and increased maintenance liability.    
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works under Network Rail’s permitted development rights (see Section 4.2), and defects to 

be monitored. 

 The types of remedial works to be undertaken on Pill Viaduct and Miles Dock Underbridge 

for the DCO Scheme include:   

• Recasing or replacing defective brickwork 

• Stitching cracks 

• Removing vegetation including tree and shrub stumps 

• Grouting voids 

• Installing pattress plates 

• Repair rod system 

• On Pill Viaduct infill vaulted cavity above the piers  

• Repointing 

 Some of the non-critical repairs to be undertaken under permitted development right may 

be done at the same time at the remedial works required for the DCO Scheme for reasons 

of efficiency. These include a number of structures in the environmentally sensitive Avon 

Gorge Woodlands SAC.  

 The works to the top of Pill Viaduct to replace the ballast and lay double tracks across the 

structure are required. Various repair work will also be undertaken. 

 Quarry Underbridge No. 2 on the operational railway north of Clifton Tunnel No. 2 is a 

masonry, single span, arch bridge. Access through the structure off the River Avon Tow 

Path is gated and locked. Inspections and assessment indicate that the bridge requires 

strengthening to accommodate the new passenger service. Two options have been 

considered for the works. The least environmentally-damaging and most cost effective 

option is to reinforce the underside of the bridge arch with a supportive lining, but this 

would result in reduced headroom through the structure. The second option is to rebuild 

the bridge deck. This would require a larger working area and more impact on flora, but 

the end result would preserve the current headroom through the structure.  

Retaining Walls 

 A structural survey has been completed for 17 retaining walls along the operational 

railway (see figure 4.2 in the PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures). The retaining walls 

numbered 1 to 16 are located within the Avon Gorge Woodlands SAC, while Wall 17 north 

and south is located on the western side of Pill Viaduct. 

 In general the retaining walls were found to be in a fair condition. Three of the walls (Nos. 

4, 7 and 8) require some local rebuilding due to local failure, such as bulging or rotation. 

Assessments to determine the need for additional strengthening works continue.  

Geotechnical Works in the Avon Gorge 

 Slope instability is a known risk in the Avon Gorge, with recorded incidents of stones and 

boulders slipping downslope and rock falls. Some individual trees naturally become 

unstable and fall downslope, while others are damaged by rock fall. Network Rail carry out 

regular visual inspections of the rock face throughout the gorge. Stone picking, rock 

bolting, and catch nets are already applied in the gorge to protect the freight line services. 
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 An additional risk assessment of the geotechnical stability of the Avon Gorge cliff face 

close to the railway has been undertaken for the DCO Scheme. Key findings of the initial 

inspection of the cliff face are summarised in Table 4-4 below and assessment continues. 

The remedial works required include the hand picking of loose stones and blocks, removal 

of trees which are causing root jacking in the cliff face, and rock bolting to secure larger 

boulders. Some of the geotechnical works are within the Avon Gorge Woodlands SAC. 

Table 4-4: Summary of confirmed and potential remedial works required along the Avon Gorge 

Rock 
Face ID Chainage Remedial Works Required 

Environmental 
Sensitivity 

01 122mi 7.5ch to 122mi 
9.5ch (6565m to 6600m) 

Confirmed: Removal of loose blocks and any 
trees causing root jacking. 
Potential: None envisaged. 

In SAC.  

02 122mi 20ch to 122mi 
23ch 

(6810m to 6870m) 

Clifton Tunnel No. 1 South Portal 
Confirmed: None envisaged. 
Potential: None envisaged. 

In SAC. 

03 122mi 25ch to 122mi 
31.5ch 

(6910m to 7040m) 

Clifton Tunnel No. 1 North Portal 
Confirmed: Removal of loose rocks, some rock 
bolting especially above the tunnel portal, and 
removal of c No. 5 trees causing root jacking. 
Potential: Some rock bolting. 

In SAC. Rare 
whitebeams present. 

04 122mi 37.5ch to 122mi 
38.5ch 

(7160m to 7175m) 

Confirmed: Removal of loose rock and removal 
of trees causing root jacking. 
Potential: Some rock bolting if loose rocks / 
blocks cannot be removed safely.  

In SAC. Several rare 
whitebeams present.  

05 122mi 50.5ch to 122mi 
52.5ch (7420m to 7465m) 

Clifton Tunnel No. 2 South Portal 
Confirmed: Removal of loose blocks. 
Potential: Some rock bolting. 

In SAC. Several white 
beams present. 

06 122mi 62.5ch to 122mi 
63.5ch (7665m to 7685m) 

Clifton Tunnel No. 2 North Portal 
Confirmed: Removal of loose blocks. 
Potential: Some rock bolting. 

In SAC. Currently no 
vegetation. 

07 122mi 66ch to 122mi 68ch 
(7735m to 7775m) 

Confirmed: Removal of loose blocks. 
Potential: Some rock bolting. 

In SAC. 

08 123mi 02ch to 123mi 
04ch (8055 to 8095m) 

Confirmed: Removal of loose blocks. 
Potential: Some rock bolting. 

In SAC. 

09 123mi 12.5ch to 123mi 
16ch (8265m to 8340m) 

Confirmed: Removal of loose blocks and 
removal of trees causing root jacking. 
Potential: Some rock bolting. 

In SAC. Some 
whitebeams present. 

10 123mi 18.5ch to 123mi 
22ch (8385m to 8455m) 

Confirmed: None envisaged. 
Potential: None envisaged. 

In SAC. Several 
whitebeams present at 
crest of cutting. 

11 123mi 43.5ch to 123mi 
47ch (8885m to 8955m) 

Confirmed: Removal of loose blocks. 
Potential: Some rock bolting. 

In SAC. Whitebeams 
present on the cutting 
face. 

12 123mi 75ch to 123mi 
77.5ch (9520m to 9570m) 

Sandstone Tunnel South Portal 
Confirmed: None envisaged. 
Potential: None envisaged. 

In SAC. No whitebeams 
known on the rock face. 

13 124mi 01ch to 124mi 2.5ch 
(9640m to 9675m) 

Sandstone Tunnel North Portal 
Confirmed: None envisaged. 
Potential: None envisaged. 

In SAC. No whitebeams 
known on the rock face. 

14 124mi 11.5ch to 124mi 
26.5ch (9850m to 10155m) 

Confirmed: None envisaged. 
Potential: None envisaged. 

In SAC. No whitebeams 
known on this rock 
face.  
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 In many cases the scale of the works 

required to secure the rock face is 

small, dependent on manual labour, 

with staff lowered on ropes to pick off 

loose stones or undertake rock bolting 

using hand held equipment and local 

removal of vegetation. In some cases 

it may be possible to coppice rare 

species of trees which are causing root 

jacking to avoid future damage while 

saving the tree. Larger boulders will be 

allowed to slide downslope in a 

controlled way, although this would 

damage vegetation in the path of the 

boulder. 

Signalling and Electrical Systems and Intermediate Signals 

 New signals are required along the operational railway line between Ashton Junction and 

Portbury, for the safe movement of passenger trains and freight trains in both directions 

along the single track railway and given the short sight lines through the gorge due to the 

topography and tunnels. 

 The signals will be mounted on a column about 5 m high with a hooded canopy to direct 

the lights to face oncoming trains. The lights will be on permanently, except when the 

power is switched off for works or maintenance. The lights show red (wait), green (safe to 

proceed) or yellow (proceed at caution).  

GSM-R masts  

 A GSM-R mast will be located at Portishead Station. This allows communication between 

the train driver and the signaller. 

 Repeater masts are required in the Avon Gorge in the vicinity of the Clifton Suspension 

Bridge and on either side of Pill Tunnel to ensure coverage of communications throughout 

the entire route. 

 Plate 4-2 illustrates the appearance of a typical repeater mast. 

New Rail Access points between Pill and Ashton 

Compound and Access off Chapel Pill Lane to the Eastern Portal of Pill Tunnel 

 A new permanent maintenance (vehicular) compound and track access point with hard 

standing is proposed at Chapel Pill Lane. This may include the small PSP building if this is 

not sited in Pill Station Car Park. 

 To accommodate the safe movement of HGV vehicles during construction, minor highway 

modifications need to be made (Figure 4-15 Sheets 2 to 5 in the PEI Report Volume 3 Book 

of Figures). 

• The existing traffic island at the T-junction on Ham Green and Macrae Road needs to 
be replaced with a flush island and removable reflective signs to allow the low-loader 
to make a right hand turn onto Macrae Road and double yellow lines are required on 

 

Plate 4-2: GSM-R Repeater mast 
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Macrae Road to prevent parking near the junction (Figure 4-15 Sheet 5 in the PEI 
Report Volume 3 Book of Figures). 

• The existing footpath on the traffic island between Macrae Road and Chapel Pill Lane 
needs to be strengthened to allow potential run-over by heavy vehicles (Figure 4-15 
Sheet 3 in the PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures). 

• A new access is required off Chapel Pill Lane sufficient to accommodate turning 
movements of HGV vehicles onto the new access lane to the PSP (Figure 4-15 Sheet 2 
in the PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures). 

 The new construction and maintenance access will run parallel to Hayes Mayes Lane on 

the western field boundary to the tunnel entrance and along the railway boundary 

towards Ham Lakes to minimise land-take (Figure 4-15 Sheet 2 in the PEI Report Volume 3 

Book of Figures). The new PSP (if sited in this location and not Pill Station), turning area 

and hard standing for parked vehicles will be provided to the bottom of the slope 

adjoining the railway. Localised land contouring will be required to provide sufficient flat 

land to accommodate the building and turning circle. Tree and shrub screening will be 

provided along the northern boundary of the compound. 

New Electricity Cables, Chapel Pill Lane 

 If the PSP is located at Chapel Pill Lane, new electricity cables need to be installed between 

the new PSP located at the Pill Tunnel Eastern Portal and the connection with the utility 

electricity company near Chapel Pill. The route currently being considered is along the 

Chapel Pill Lane. 

Permanent Maintenance Access Points in the Avon Gorge 

 A small permanent maintenance (pedestrian) access point will be located at the end of 

Chapel Pill Lane adjoining the railway. 

 Permanent access steps to the railway have been identified at a number of locations 

through the Avon Gorge. The steps would typically be 2.4 m wide and constructed with 

glass reinforced plastic (“GRP”) for constructability and long term maintenance. 

Vehicular Access from Clanage Road to the Railway  

 A new permanent maintenance (vehicular) compound and track access point with hard 

standing will be required with access off Clanage Road (Figure 4-16 in the PEI Report 

Volume 3 Book of Figures). This location was selected as being the only suitable site south 

of the gorge and close to the operational railway. However, this location lies in the 

floodplain, so it is not proposed to construct any buildings or use the site for long term 

storage of any plant or materials at this site in order to avoid changes to flood conveyance. 

The site is also located within the Bower Ashton Conservation Area and is visible from the 

Clifton Suspension Bridge, so the proposals include planting around the perimeter to 

screen the site from surrounding areas. 

New Pedestrian Access at Ashton Vale and Closure of the Container Crossing (Barons 
Close) Pedestrian Level Crossing 

 There is a pedestrian crossing at Barons Close in Ashton Vale which is closed temporarily 

during the construction of the Ashton Vale to Temple Meads Bus Rapid Transit project. 

MetroWest Phase 1 is proposing to close this crossing as part of the DCO Scheme.  
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 Alternative pedestrian access will be provided via a new pedestrian and cycle link currently 

under construction by the Ashton Vale to Temple Meads MetroBus project, north from the 

existing level crossing to the carriageway of Ashton Vale Road next to the existing Ashton 

Vale Road level crossing. The route will then be extended north by the construction of a 

pedestrian and cycle ramp parallel to the railway to link Ashton Vale Road to Ashton Road. 

The ramp forms part of the DCO Scheme which also includes designating part of the 

MetroBus pedestrian and cycle link as a public right of way. 

Ashton Junction (Ashton Vale Road) Highway Level Crossing  

 The Ashton Vale Road level crossing will remain operational. The barriers, CCTV cameras 

and other safety equipment may be renewed. No alterations will be undertaken to the 

level crossing itself.  

 The following works are proposed, to reduce the highway traffic impact arising from the 

increased use of the level crossing (Figure 4-17 in the PEI Report Volume 3 Book of 

Figures): 

• Extension of the left turn flair lane on Winterstoke Road, 

• Optimisation of the Ashton Vale Road signals and upgrade of signals to ‘MOVA’, and 

• Provision of a ramp to the north of the level crossing to connect pedestrians and 
cyclists from Ashton Vale Road to Ashton Road. 
 

Associated Development along the Portbury Freight Line Spur 

 Minor works will be required to install new signalling equipment for the half kilometre 

section of railway from Portbury Dock Junction towards Pill. 

Other Minor Works along the Portishead Branch Line 

 Other works will also be required in connection with the NSIP and associated works 

comprising: 

• electrical equipment, power supply cubicles, cables, telecommunications cables and 
equipment and signalling works, 

• embankment, aprons, abutments, shafts, foundations, retaining walls, drainage, wing 
walls, fences and culverts, 

• works to alter the position of apparatus, including mains, sewers, drains and cables, 

• works to watercourses, 

• landscaping and other works (including the creation of ponds) to mitigate any adverse 
effects of the construction, maintenance or operation of the authorised development, 

• works required for the strengthening, improvement, maintenance or reconstruction of 
any streets, 

• works for the temporary diversion of public footpaths, and 

• such other works, including working sites, haul roads and works compounds. 

Replacement of Fencing  

 The existing fencing along both sides of the railway will be replaced between Portishead 

and Ashton Junction. Network Rail has three grades of fencing:  
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• Grade I fencing, such as Palisade, typically metal vertical bar fencing 1.8 m and up to 
2.4 m high in areas of risk to trespass. 

• Grade II fencing, such as Paladin, typically welded mesh fence, 1.8 m high unless 
circumstances require a higher fence.  

• Grade III fencing, such as post and wire, suitable to prevent cattle getting onto the 
railway, typically used in areas where trespass is not a problem.  

 It is anticipated that Grade I fencing will be required in urban areas, namely through 

Portishead, Pill and in the Ashton Gate area from Purell’s Overbridge to Ashton Junction.  

Grade II fencing will be required along much of the rest of the route and Grade III fencing 

may be appropriate in the rural section between Portishead and Pill. Examples of fencing 

are illustrated in Plate 4-3. 

  

 

Summary of Works within the Avon Gorge Woodlands Special 
Area of Conservation 

 Part of the existing operational railway between Ham Green and just South of the Clifton 

Suspension Bridge lies within the Avon Gorge Woodlands SAC. 

 The associated works required for the DCO Scheme within the Avon Gorge Woodlands SAC 

are limited to relatively minor railway engineering works to upgrade the operational 

railway line and almost all of the permanent works are within the Network Rail 

operational boundary. One exception is the possible requirement for works outside the 

operational boundary in order to undertake remedial works to Quarry Underbridge No. 2. 

For clarity Table 4-5 sets out all the permanent works within the SAC and the locations are 

indicated in Figure 4-2 in the PEI Report Volume 3 Book of Figures. All these works are part 

Plate 4-3: Examples of fencing 
Clockwise from top left 

(a) Palisade fencing 
(b) Paladin fencing 
(c) Post and wire fencing 
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of the associated development works and fall with the North Somerset District Council 

boundary. 

Table 4-5: Summary of Permanent Works within the Avon Gorge Woodlands SAC 

Description of Development Location 

Minor modifications to the vertical and horizontal alignment of 
the existing railway line to achieve the required line speed. 

To be confirmed once the design is 
complete. 

Minor track works including replacing steel sleepers, ballast 
cleaning and some location specific geotechnical work such as 
laying a sand or geotextile blanket below the track formation. 

To be confirmed once the design is 
complete. 

Installing a new intermediate signal to enable the freight and 
passenger services to operate along the single track. 

To be confirmed once the design is 
complete. 

Installation of a new communications mast in the vicinity of 
Clifton Tunnel No. 2 to provide coverage in the gorge.  

To be confirmed once the design is 
complete. 

Trenching and cabling along the railway line associated with the 
new signalling and communications mast. 

The edge of the track along the entire 
length of the SAC.  

Minor works to repair retaining walls.   See Figure 4-2 in the PEI Report Volume 
3 Book of Figures. 

Loose rock picking off cliff faces.  See Figure 4-2 in the PEI Report Volume 
3 Book of Figures. 

Minor works to repair railway under-bridges.  See Figure 4-2 in the PEI Report Volume 
3 Book of Figures. 

Minor gauge clearance works to the inside of Clifton Tunnel No. 
2. 

Figure 4-2 in the PEI Report Volume 3 
Book of Figures. 

Replacement of the existing fencing along both sides of the 
railway corridor. 

Along both sides of the railway along the 
entire length of the SAC, except where 
there are substantial natural boundaries, 
such as cliff faces or dense vegetation. 

Improved pedestrian access points for construction and 
maintenance.  

 See Figure 4-2 in the PEI Report Volume 
3 Book of Figures. 

 

Summary of the DCO Scheme works  

 Table 4-6 provides a summary of the works required for the DCO Scheme between 

Portishead and Ashton Junction. 
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Table 4-6: A Summary of Works Required for the Portishead Branch Line (MetroWest Phase 1) DCO Scheme 

Proposed 
DCO Scheme 

Element Description of the DCO Scheme Element 
Permanent or 

Temporary 

Inside or Outside Operational 
Railway / Disused Railway 

Boundary Current Land Use 

The Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project    

A The NSIP comprises a new permanent railway approximately 5400 
metres long from the junction of Quays Avenue and Harbour Road in 
Portishead to meet the existing Portbury Dock railway to the east of the 
M5 Motorway, then running parallel to the existing freight line to a new 
junction with the existing operational railway line between Pill Viaduct 
and the western portal of Pill Tunnel.  

The works include railway engineering works to:  

• replace the track formation,  

• repair or replace culverts,  

• repair or replace bridges and other structural assets,  

• minor earthworks and alterations to cuttings, install signalling, electrical 
and communication systems, and works to Pill Viaduct, installation of a 
new railway junction (Pill Junction),  

• a noise barrier at Portishead, and  

• fencing. 

Permanent Mainly inside operational 
railway/disused railway 
boundary 

Disused railway line between 
Portishead and Portbury 
Junction.  

Through Pill the new railway 
will be laid next to the existing 
freight line.  

Associated Development    

B  The construction of a car park to the south of Harbour Road, Portishead 
and to the west of Quays Avenue (car park B) and pedestrian / cycling 
path. 

Permanent Both inside and outside the 
disused railway boundary 

Disused railway corridor and 
undeveloped land. 

C Realignment of Quays Avenue, Portishead and new junction with 
Harbour Road. 

Permanent Outside and inside the disused 
railway boundary 

Highway land (Phoenix Way, 
Harbour Road and Quays 
Avenue) and undeveloped land. 

D A new railway station comprising platform, shelter, ticket office and 
waiting area, public toilet, lighting columns and railway communications 
mast, to the east of the realigned Quays Avenue, Portishead. 

Permanent Outside the disused railway 
boundary 

Highway land (Quays Avenue) 
and undeveloped land. 
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Table 4-6: A Summary of Works Required for the Portishead Branch Line (MetroWest Phase 1) DCO Scheme 

Proposed 
DCO Scheme 

Element Description of the DCO Scheme Element 
Permanent or 

Temporary 

Inside or Outside Operational 
Railway / Disused Railway 

Boundary Current Land Use 

E Car park (car park A) taxi and bus facilities on the eastern side of the 
realigned Quays Avenue and south of Phoenix Way Portishead. 

Permanent Outside the disused railway 
boundary 

Highway land (Quays Avenue). 

F New pedestrian and cycle paths to the north and south of the new 
railway to connect Quays Avenue with the new pedestrian and cycle 
bridge west of Trinity Primary School. 

Permanent Inside and outside the disused 
railway boundary 

Disused railway and open 
space. 

G A new pedestrian and cycle bridge west of Trinity Primary School, 
Portishead over the Portishead Branch Line. 

Permanent Inside and outside the disused 
railway boundary 

Disused railway and open 
space. 

H A path south of the Portishead Branch Line to connect the new 
pedestrian and cycle bridge to Galingale Way, Portishead. 

Permanent Outside the disused railway 
boundary 

Permissive Footpath and open 
space. 

I Paths north of the Portishead Branch Line Railway to connect the new 
pedestrian and cycle bridge north to Tansy Lane, Portishead. 

Permanent Outside the disused railway 
boundary 

Permissive Footpath and open 
space – amenity grass with 
occasional shrubs and trees. 

J Construction haul road on south side of, and parallel to, Portishead 
Branch Line Railway, south of Fennel Road to the highway known as 
Sheepway.  

Temporary Outside the disused railway 

boundary 

Agricultural land. 

K A new maintenance compound and road rail access point to the 
Portishead Branch Line Railway from the north side of the highway 
known as Sheepway and on the northern side of the railway, close to the 
overbridge carrying the highway known as Sheepway over the railway, 
opposite Sheepway Gate Farm, Sheepway. 

Permanent Outside the disused railway 

boundary 

 Pasture and path. 

L Construction compound and access from the highway from Sheepway, on 
the north side of Sheepway and northern side of the Portishead Branch 
Line Railway opposite Sheepway Gate Farm, Sheepway. 

Temporary Outside the dis-used railway 

boundary 

Agricultural land. 
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Table 4-6: A Summary of Works Required for the Portishead Branch Line (MetroWest Phase 1) DCO Scheme 

Proposed 
DCO Scheme 

Element Description of the DCO Scheme Element 
Permanent or 

Temporary 

Inside or Outside Operational 
Railway / Disused Railway 

Boundary Current Land Use 

M Construction haul road on south side of, and parallel to, the Portishead 
Branch Line Railway, west from the highway of Sheepway to the 
proposed construction compound north of the Portbury Hundred 
highway. 

Temporary Outside the disused railway 

boundary 

Agricultural land. 

N Construction compound between north of The Portbury Hundred 
highway and the Portishead Branch Line Railway and west of the junction 
of Station Road with Portbury Hundred, Portbury. 

Temporary Outside the disused railway 

boundary 

Agricultural land. 

O Permanent improvements to the access from The Portbury Hundred 
highway to the field to the south of Portishead Branch Line and west of 
Station Road, Portbury. 

Permanent Outside the disused railway 

boundary 

Highway and agricultural land. 

P Turning circle east of The Drove on the South side of the Portishead 
Branch Line 

Temporary Outside the disused railway 

boundary 

Agricultural land. 

Q Car parking spaces for Network Rail for use during maintenance and 
improvement of car parking spaces for Wessex Water. 

Permanent Outside the disused railway 

boundary 

Informal parking areas. 

R Alteration to existing bridleway crossing at Royal Portbury Dock Road and 
alterations to National Cycle Route 26 at the Portishead Branch Line 
Railway underbridge. 

Permanent Inside the disused railway 

boundary 

Bridleway and disused railway. 

S Alterations to permissive path comprising National Cycle Route 26 at 
Marsh Lane underbridge, Portbury. 

Permanent Inside the disused railway 

boundary 

Cyclepath and disused railway. 

T Haul road on the North side of railway from Marsh Lane to Cattle Creep 
Bridge and on to the proposed construction compound under the M5.  

Temporary Outside the disused railway 

boundary 

Cyclepath and bridleway along 
the disused railway  

U A temporary construction compound under the M5 bridge. Temporary Outside the disused railway 

boundary 

Wasteland under the M5 
bridge. 
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Table 4-6: A Summary of Works Required for the Portishead Branch Line (MetroWest Phase 1) DCO Scheme 

Proposed 
DCO Scheme 

Element Description of the DCO Scheme Element 
Permanent or 

Temporary 

Inside or Outside Operational 
Railway / Disused Railway 

Boundary Current Land Use 

V Vehicular Access on South side of railway from Marsh Lane east to the 
Cattle Creep accommodation underbridge on the Portishead Branch Line 
to the West of the M5 Motorway  

Temporary vehicular 
construction access 
and permanent 
access on foot. 

Outside the disused railway 

boundary 

Agricultural land. 

W Alterations to permissive path comprising part of National Cycle Route 26 
at the Portishead Branch Line Railway underbridge beneath the M5 
Motorway. 

Permanent Inside the disused railway 
boundary 

Disused railway and cyclepath. 

X New bridleway under the M5 Motorway Avonmouth Bridge east to the 
existing National Cycle Route 41 from Pill to Avonmouth. 

Permanent Outside the operational railway 

boundary 

Cyclepath, scrub and 
wasteland. 

Y Construction compound at Lodway Farm with highway access from 
Marsh Lane east via the Portishead Branch Line Railway bridge under the 
M5 Motorway and also access via The Breaches (Pill).  

Temporary Outside the operational railway 

boundary 

Agricultural land. 

Z Avon Road embankment strengthening works and temporary access to 
the south of the Portishead Branch Line through back gardens off Lodway 
Close. 

Temporary Inside and outside the 
operational railway boundary 

Agricultural land and residential 
gardens. 

AA Demolition and reconstruction of the Avon Road Underbridge in Pill. Permanent Inside and outside the 
operational railway boundary 

Existing underbridge and 
footpath between Avon Road 
and Lodway Close.  

AB Temporary diversion of NCN 41 on North side of the Portishead Branch 
Line and temporary construction compound alongside the railway. 

Temporary Outside the operational railway 

boundary 

NCN 41 and pedestrian access 
and Jenny’s Meadow.  

AC Demolition of existing garages, and a temporary construction compound 
on the north side of the Portishead Branch Line Railway to the South of 
Avon Road, Pill 

Temporary 
compound  

Outside the operational railway 
boundary 

Highway, yard and residential 
garages. 
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Table 4-6: A Summary of Works Required for the Portishead Branch Line (MetroWest Phase 1) DCO Scheme 

Proposed 
DCO Scheme 

Element Description of the DCO Scheme Element 
Permanent or 

Temporary 

Inside or Outside Operational 
Railway / Disused Railway 

Boundary Current Land Use 

AD Demolition of wall fronting residential property known as Victoria House, 
Marine Parade, Pill to facilitate access for crane to construct the 
underbridge to the south of Avon Road, Pill 

Temporary demolition 
and reinstatement 

Outside the operational railway 
boundary 

Residential 

AE Car park to serve Pill Station, to the south of Severn Road and Monmouth 
Court, Pill. Site for a new Principal Supply Point (“PSP”) for the railway. 

Permanent Outside the operational railway 
boundary 

Disused former railway goods 
yard. 

AF Temporary construction compound at Pill Yard, the proposed site of Pill 
station car park. 

Temporary Outside the operational railway 

boundary 

Disused former railway goods 
yard. 

AG New station on the site of the southern platform of the former station at 
Pill and new station forecourt on the site of 7 Station Road Pill (to be 
demolished), together with re-profiling and associated strengthening 
works to cutting slope to the rear of properties fronting Sambourne Lane 
and Hardwick Road, new access from the station forecourt to the 
platform, new platform with shelter and lighting, and fire refuge area 
down track of the platform. 

Permanent Inside and outside the 
operational railway boundary 

Disused Pill station and 
residential / commercial 
property. 

AH Temporary construction compound in area proposed for the new Pill 
station forecourt. 

Temporary Outside the operational railway 

boundary 

House and commercial 
property 

AI Temporary construction compound at Pill Library car park and access 
onto the highway known as Underbanks. 

Temporary Outside the operational railway 

boundary 

Pill library car park and highway 

AJ Embankment strengthening works on the east side of Pill Viaduct to the 
rear of property off Mount Pleasant. 

Permanent Inside the operational railway 
boundary 

Existing embankment on the 
operational railway. 

AK New Pill Junction between Pill Viaduct and the western portal of Pill 
tunnel where the existing and new railway tracks combine to the single 
track. 

Permanent Inside the operational railway 
boundary 

Existing operational railway 
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Table 4-6: A Summary of Works Required for the Portishead Branch Line (MetroWest Phase 1) DCO Scheme 

Proposed 
DCO Scheme 

Element Description of the DCO Scheme Element 
Permanent or 

Temporary 

Inside or Outside Operational 
Railway / Disused Railway 

Boundary Current Land Use 

AL Railway engineering works from Pill Junction, to the west of the western 
portal of Pill Tunnel, to Ashton Junction.  These works include:  

• 6 micro-compounds along the Avon Gorge with basic welfare facilities 

• alterations to the track, including vertical and horizontal alignment, 

• replacing sleepers, ballast cleaning, and geotechnical works,  

• repairing and replacing culverts,  

• minor works to tunnels,  

• repairing or replacing bridges and other structural assets, minor 
earthworks and alterations to cuttings and embankments, 

• loose rock picking of cliff faces,  

• installing an intermediate signal,  

• replacing the signalling and electrical systems,  

• installing a train driver communication system,  

• replacing fencing along the railway alignment and 

• new maintenance access points from the existing River Avon Tow Path 
to the Portishead Branch Line Railway.  

A more detailed description of works in the Avon Gorge Woodlands 
Special Area of Conservation (“SAC”) is provided in Table 4-5. 

Permanent Inside the operational railway 
boundary 

Operational railway land 

AM Site for the new Principal Supply Point (PSP) building, compound, road 
rail access point and associated access road from the highway of Chapel 
Pill Lane, Ham Green North of the eastern portal of Pill Tunnel.  

Permanent Outside the operational railway 
boundary 

Pasture land. 

AN Construction compound and rail access off Chapel Pill Lane. Temporary Outside the operational railway 
boundary 

Pasture land. 

AO Route for new electricity cables to connect the existing Distribution 
Network Operator's cables at Chapel Pill Lane overbridge, Ham Green, to 
the Portishead Branch Line Railway at the site for the PSP off Chapel Pill 
Lane. 

Permanent Outside the operational railway 
boundary 

Private means of access. 
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Table 4-6: A Summary of Works Required for the Portishead Branch Line (MetroWest Phase 1) DCO Scheme 

Proposed 
DCO Scheme 

Element Description of the DCO Scheme Element 
Permanent or 

Temporary 

Inside or Outside Operational 
Railway / Disused Railway 

Boundary Current Land Use 

AP Permanent access to the South of the operational railway from Chapel 
Pill Lane to the Portishead Branch Line near Miles Underbridge. 

Permanent Outside the operational railway 
boundary 

Agricultural land 

AQ Works to Quarry Underbridge No. 2. Permanent Inside the operational railway 
boundary 

Underbridge and access 

AR Construction compound on West side of the operational railway adjacent 
to Quarry Underbridge No. 2. 

Temporary Inside and possibly outside the 
operational railway boundary 

Underbridge and access 

AS A new vehicular maintenance road rail access point from the highway of 
Clanage Road, Bower Ashton to the Portishead Branch Line Railway. 

Permanent Outside the operational railway 
boundary 

Private sports field. 

AT Construction compound at Clanage Road in Bower Ashton. Temporary Outside the operational railway 
boundary 

Private sports field. 

AU Provision of a ramp to the west of the Portishead Branch Line Railway 
and north of the Ashton Vale Level Crossing to connect pedestrians and 
cyclists between Ashton Vale Road and Ashton Road (A370). 

Permanent Inside the operational railway 
boundary 

Operational railway land. 

AV Extension of left turn flare lane on Winterstoke Road onto Ashton Vale 
Road and optimisation of the Ashton Vale Road signals and upgrade of 
signals to “MOVA”. MOVA stands for ‘Microprocessor Optimised Vehicle 
Actuation’ and comprises of both hardware and software which responds 
to live traffic volumes to adjust and optimise the timing of traffic signal 
phases to make best use of the available capacity. 

Permanent Outside the operational railway 
boundary 

Highway 

AW Permanent closure of Barons Close pedestrian level crossing (currently 
closed temporarily during the construction of AVTM MetroBus).  
Alternative pedestrian access along pedestrian and cycle path under 
construction by MetroBus scheme linking to the Ashton Vale Road level 
crossing and the proposed MetroWest Phase 1 pedestrian / cycle ramp.   

Permanent Inside and outside the 
operational railway boundary 

Railway and highway 
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Table 4-6: A Summary of Works Required for the Portishead Branch Line (MetroWest Phase 1) DCO Scheme 

Proposed 
DCO Scheme 

Element Description of the DCO Scheme Element 
Permanent or 

Temporary 

Inside or Outside Operational 
Railway / Disused Railway 

Boundary Current Land Use 

Associated Development at Royal Portbury Dock    

AX Replacement of the signalling equipment of the half kilometre section of 
railway from Portbury Dock to Portbury Dock Junction, within the land of 
the Bristol Port Company. 

Permanent Inside the operational railway 
boundary 

Port operational land. 
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 Elements A to AK, AM to AR, and AX are within the North Somerset District Council local 

government boundary. Works Nos. AS to AW are within the Bristol City Council local 

government boundary. Work No. AL straddles both local government boundaries. 

Land required for the DCO Scheme 

 Most of the DCO Scheme will be constructed on land already owned by NSDC or Network 

Rail. NSDC owns the former track bed from Portishead to the Old Portbury Station. 

Network Rail retained the track bed from Old Portbury Station to Portbury Dock junction, 

whilst the remainder of the route to Ashton Junction forms part of the national rail 

network owned and managed by Network Rail. The total area of land required for the DCO 

Scheme is about 80.3 ha, comprising, approximately 50.1 of permanent land take, 27.4 ha 

of temporary land required for construction, 2.4 ha for permanent rights and 0.4 ha for 

subsoil rights. These estimates will be revised as the scheme design develops. 

 Additional land is required from third parties for the temporary construction compounds, 

some of the permanent new accesses to the railway, and for some of the highway works. 

NSDC is currently negotiating with landowners to purchase land required for the DCO 

Scheme. Additional land at Portishead and Pill has already been acquired. Where 

agreements have not been reached, NSDC proposes to use the compulsory acquisition 

powers under the DCO. 

 NSDC intends to transfer ownership of the land comprising railway assets to Network Rail 

on or before completion of construction of the DCO Scheme. The car parks will be retained 

by NSDC (subject to a station management plan covering the management of the car park 

to facilitate parking by rail passengers). 

 Land required for the new highway works will become highway maintainable at the public 

expense and will be owned and maintained by the relevant local highway authority. 

 Land temporarily required for construction purposes will be returned to its owner in a 

condition to allow it to revert to its former use. 

Closure of Historic Accommodation Crossings 

 There are ten historic crossings along the disused railway between Portishead and Pill. The 

DCO will be drafted to include powers to provide that each is extinguished prior to 

construction of the DCO Scheme (see Table 4-7).  
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Table 4-7: Historic crossings to be closed along the NSIP under the DCO Scheme 

Crossing Replacement or Extinguishment  

Historic crossing serving former oil depot  Extinguishment 

Informal Trinity Primary School crossing 
between Galingale Way and Tansy Lane 

To be replaced with a foot / cycle bridge 

Moor Lane  

Sheepway 1 Extinguishment with enhancements to the existing access 
provided south of the disused railway via the Sheepway 
overbridge  

Sheepway 2 Extinguishment 

Elm Tree Farm Extinguishment with replacement access provided via the 
A369 road 

Portbury Station Extinguishment 

Drove crossing Extinguishment 

Portbury No. 3 Extinguishment 

Manor Farm No. 2 Extinguishment 

Manor Farm No. 1 Extinguishment 

Lodway Farm Extinguishment 

 

 The foot crossing between Galingale Way and Tansy Lane was created after the closure of 

the railway. Whilst it is not currently a PRoW recorded in NSDC's definitive map it will be 

treated as such by the provisions of the Draft DCO, which will provide for its 

extinguishment (both public and private rights) and its replacement with a new foot and 

cycle bridge. The bridge and PRoW will be adopted by the local highway authority. 
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Mitigation Embedded in the Project Design 

 A summary of mitigation incorporated into the design of the project is presented in Table 

4-8. 

Table 4-8: Summary of measures incorporated in the project design to mitigate adverse effects 

Potential Impact Incorporated Mitigation  

Landscaping  

Retain existing trees adjacent to 
the pumping station at 
Portishead. 

Design the station forecourt car park to retain the existing trees as a 
visual screen and grass verge for perceived pedestrian safety away 
from the existing dense hedge. 

Socio-economics, Equality and Health 

Accessibility to the scheme Design out changes in levels to provide step-free access to Portishead 
station. 

Provide disabled parking spaces close to Portishead and Pill stations. 

Design gradients of ramps to be compliant with disability guidelines 
(Trinity Primary School bridge, ramp to Pill Station platform and the 
Ashton Vale Road pedestrian ramp). 

Facilities Portishead toilet block to include disabled use 

Transport  

Severance of the informal 
crossing near Trinity Primary 
School 

Provision of a new pedestrian and cycle bridge. 

 

4.4 Construction Phase 
Construction Programme 

 The current programme anticipates that construction would commence in late 2019 or 

spring 2020 with the DCO Scheme opening in late 2021.  

Construction Compounds, Access, and Haul Routes 

 Access points and construction compounds will be required at intervals along the DCO 

Scheme. The proposed locations are shown in Figure 4-2 in the PEI Report Volume 3 Book 

of Figures, while Table 4-9 summarises information about these sites.  

 The locations for access points were based on an initial spacing of one access point and 

welfare site every 1 km. This was then fine-tuned to take account of local conditions, such 

as existing roads and the proposed siting of construction compounds to facilitate access 

and sites to be avoided such as nature conservation sites and areas in the floodplain. 

 Along the disused section, two main construction sites have been identified on land 

currently under agriculture, off The Portbury Hundred and at Lodway Farm, supplemented 

with smaller plots in Portishead and Pill. Consideration is also being given to using the 

space under the M5 Avonmouth Bridge.  
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 There is limited space along the Avon Gorge for access and working areas. The main 

construction site has been identified at Clanage Road at the southern end of the gorge. A 

second compound may be required for Quarry Underbridge No. 2, should ongoing studies 

confirm the need for works to the structure. The constraints on access and construction 

compound areas through the gorge have contributed to construction sequencing and 

methodologies that use train access where possible, with the added benefit of reducing 

heavy goods vehicles (“HGV”) traffic on the local road network. 

 For construction compounds on agricultural land, the top soil will be stripped and piled in 

bunds to the side of the compound and a hard core will be laid down. On completion of 

the works, the hard core will be removed, the top soil replaced, and the site restored for 

its original land use, except where agreed in advance with the landowner.  

 Access to the construction sites around Portishead station, the western end of the railway, 

to Trinity Primary School overbridge crossing will be via the railway corridor and the 

highway network and a small construction compound in the area that will become car 

park A in front of the new station. This area has good access to the A369, the M5 and the 

Port. 

 It is proposed to operate a one-way traffic circulation along the disused railway between 

Portishead and Pill. These arrangements would reduce potential conflict between moving 

vehicles and the workforce and provide sufficient working width within the railway 

corridor while maintaining some of the existing vegetation for visual and ecological 

mitigation. 

 From The Portbury Hundred construction compound, an off-line haul route is proposed in 

the west direction towards Portishead with the return direction along the railway corridor. 

In the easterly direction between Portbury and Pill, it is proposed to use the highway 

network for movements between The Portbury Hundred construction compound and the 

Port and Lodway construction compound via the A369 and Royal Portbury Dock Road, 

with return journeys from Lodway along the railway corridor. 

 The Lodway Farm construction compound could be accessed in four directions, directly off 

the operational railway, through Pill and The Breaches to enter the site from the south, via 

Marsh Lane, the NCN26 and under the M5, and via the Port along the eastern side of the 

Portbury Dock railway.  

 If a large crane is required to lift components for the Avon Road underbridge in Pill, it may 

be necessary to bring the crane through the streets of Pill for a short period and then take 

the crane out again on completion of the work. Traffic management will be required to 

remove all parking along the route temporarily, and it would also be necessary to 

demolish part of a garden wall at the corner of Myrtle Hill and Marine Parade in Pill.   

Powers are sought to demolish a row of garages at Avon Road in Pill to accommodate the 

crane. The garages will be replaced by new build garages at the completion of the relevant 

works. 

 Remedial works to the southern embankment by the Avon Road underbridge will also 

require access through the bottom of several gardens off Lodway Close. 

 Between Pill and Ashton Junction, access for materials and waste will be via the railway 

itself as far as possible. Three principal vehicular accesses have been identified, the new 

access to the PSP by Pill Tunnel Eastern Portal, a temporary access off Chapel Pill Lane to 
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the railway and Miles Dock Underbridge, and via the new access at Clanage Road. In 

addition a number of accesses by foot have also been identified. 
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Table 4-9: Summary of temporary construction sites 

No. 

DCO 
Scheme 
Element Place Name Location Existing Land Use Proposed Construction Use 

1 E Portishead Portishead on site of new 
station car park A 

Urban To facilitate construction of new station and Trinity Primary School 
crossing. 

2 L Sheepway Sheepway Overbridge Pasture Site office and welfare facilities. 

3 N Portbury 
Hundred 

Land between the disused 
railway and The Portbury 
Hundred 

Pasture Main construction compound for construction of track between 
Portishead and Pill. 

4 Y Lodway Farm Fields between the M5, the 
disused railway and The 
Breaches in Pill.  

Pasture and small 
orchard 

Storage compound and access for reconstruction of underbridge south of 
Avon Road, temporary storage of waste and materials, and access to the 
railway.  

 U Avonmouth 
Bridge  

Land under M5 Avonmouth 
Bridge. 

- Construction compound for construction of track between Portishead and 
Pill 

5 AF Pill Yard A former goods yard, off 
Monmouth Road, Pill 

Open storage Material storage / site offices and welfare for construction of Pill Station 

6 AH Pill Station 7 Station Road, Pill  Commercial units Following demolition of the property, temporary use of the site as a 
construction compound before developing the site as the new entrance to 
Pill Station 

7 AI Pill Viaduct North side of Pill Viaduct, 
adjacent to Pill Library 

Car Park Storage area. 

8 AN Ham Green Field off McCrae Road, 
Ham Green 

Pasture For work within Pill Tunnel, welfare, and for site of new permanent 
electrical building 

9-14 AL Micro-
compounds  

Avon Gorge Existing clearings 
in woodland 

6 No. micro compounds through the Avon Gorge containing basic welfare 
facilities 
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Table 4-9: Summary of temporary construction sites 

No. 

DCO 
Scheme 
Element Place Name Location Existing Land Use Proposed Construction Use 

16 AT Clanage Road Clanage Road, Bower 
Ashton 

Playing fields (not 
open to the 
public) 

Compound for welfare and access to Avon Gorge.   

17 AV Ashton Vale  Ashton Vale Level Crossing Highway Works next to Level Crossing 
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Highway Works 

Portishead Station and Surrounds 

 The likely phasing of the construction works is to undertake the highways works first in order 

to release land for the construction of Portishead Station. The area demarcated for car park A 

could be used as a temporary construction compound. Portishead station and Trinity Primary 

School footbridge would be built, followed by the formation of the railway. Car parks A and B 

would be built towards the end of the construction phase. 

 The highway works involve removal of the black top, diversion of utility services, minimal 

earthworks, re-forming the carriageways, new line marking and kerbing. The new highway 

drainage will be connected to the existing highway drains. Traffic management, including 

partial or full road closures, will be required during the works. Parking in residential roads in 

the vicinity of Portishead Station will be restricted to encourage travellers to use the station 

car parks. 

 The construction of the new station comprises piling, in situ and precast concrete works, 

erection of a steel framed structure, masonry walls for the main body of the building, and 

fittings. The screen wall at the end of the station will be constructed from reinforced concrete. 

 A new footbridge, complete with ramps and stairs, linking to Trinity Primary School will be 

constructed. The work will include piled foundations, some earthwork ramps and landscaping 

as well footpaths to link into existing footpaths. 

Pill Car Park and Surrounds 

 Pill car park will be constructed towards the end of the construction phase of the railway and 

station. The works will comprise site clearance, land levelling, sub-base and surfacing with 

asphalt and line marking. Additional features include CCTV and lighting will be required. 

Recommendations have been put forward to restrict parking in the vicinity of the car park and 

station to encourage travellers to use the car park. 

Ashton Vale Level Crossing and Winterstoke Road Modifications 

 The highway works will involve the reforming of the carriageway and footway to provide an 

extension to the existing left turn filter land to Ashton Vale Road. There may be a need to 

move utilities to ensure that they remain within the footway. Sub-base and surfacing with 

asphalt and line marking will be required. There may be a need to relocate lighting columns to 

accommodate the new position of the footway.  

Traffic Regulation Orders 

 Consideration is being given to the need for car parking restrictions on roads in the vicinity of 

Portishead station and Pill station to encourage car drivers to use the car parks provided at 

both stations. The details are provided in Appendix 16 Transport Assessment.  

Advanced Works / Enabling Works 

Diversion of Utilities 

 Information on utilities has been sought from the utility companies and mapped. These 

include drinking water, wastewater, telecommunications, oil pipelines, and high pressure gas 

mains.  
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 It will be necessary to divert utilities in a number of locations in Portishead prior to the 

commencement of the main construction works, particularly around Harbour Road, Phoenix 

Road, Quays Avenue, the proposed location for Portishead station, and along the disused 

railway corridor and the proposed location for the Trinity Primary School footbridge.  

 There are several locations where utilities cross the DCO Scheme and it is not proposed to 

divert them. Special consideration will be taken in the detailed design and construction of 

works in the vicinity of these utilities. These include: 

• A Wessex Water sewer under the proposed Portishead station 

• A major oil pipeline to the Royal Portbury Dock 

• Several utilities going through “cattle creep” underbridge 

 The proposed designs and method statements will be agreed with the utility companies. 

 Development consent has been granted for the Hinkley Point C Connection Project. The 

proposed route for the transmission lines cross the DCO Scheme in the vicinity of Sheepway 

Gate Farm. Consultation will be required with National Grid in the planning and construction 

of both schemes in this location to minimise interference between the two projects. This is 

discussed further in Chapter 18 Cumulative Effects. 

Ecological Mitigation and Vegetation Clearance 

 During the construction mobilisation phase, pre-construction ecological surveys will be 

undertaken to finalise the proposed mitigation measures. Ecological mitigation measures will 

be implemented, where required, for example, the closure of badger setts and translocation of 

protected species, and exclusion of protected species from construction sites, all under licence 

as required from Natural England. 

 Existing vegetation in the construction footprint will be removed. This will be done where 

possible outside the bird nesting season, or alternatively under the supervision of a qualified 

ecologist. Along the disused railway, some mature vegetation will be retained to provide visual 

screening and wildlife habitat.  

Track Laying  

Plant and Equipment 

 An indicative list of construction plant, vehicles and equipment that may be used during the 

rail and station construction, throughout the DCO Scheme, is outlined below: 

• Road Rail Vehicles 

• PEM/LEMs (lifting equipment) 

• Rail and road based cranes 

• Track tampers 

• Track renewal plant 

• Ballast boxes 

• Jacker Packer 

• Excavators (wheeled and tracked) 

• Generators 

• Temporary lighting 

• Scaffolding and scaffold towers 

• Cherry pickers 
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• Temporary fencing 

• Engineering trains 

• Dumpers 

• Welding equipment 

• Pneumatic & hydraulic breakers 

• Road surfacing plant 

• Drill & ground sampling rigs 

• Piling equipment 

• Concrete mixing, transport and dispensing equipment 

• Hand held tools and equipment 

Portishead Section to Portbury Dock Junction  

Features 

 The single track disused railway between Portishead station and Portbury Dock Junction will 

be reconstructed over all of its approximately 5 km length. The following works are required: 

• Remove the existing track panels, spoil and associated vegetation. 

• Undertake the reconstruction of underlying structures and culverts as required. 

• Install and compact type 1 MOT capping layer and bottom ballast. 

• Install the track side and station drainage (to the outfall) at Portishead Station. 

• Install the required fencing along both sides of the proposed operational railway. 

• Install the rails and sleepers.  
 

Access and Welfare 

 Access and welfare points will primarily be located at Portishead Station, Sheepway 

compound, the construction compound off The Portbury Hundred and Lodway Farm 

compound. 

Portbury Junction/Docks Spur Line to Pill Junction 

Features 

 The tracks from Portishead and Royal Portbury Dock will run parallel through Pill before 

converging in to a single railway at Pill Junction. The main features in this section are likely to 

include: 

• Removal of the existing Portbury Dock Junction (which is not currently connected). 

• The removal of the existing southern side (Down direction) platform at Pill station and its 
replacement with a new platform, cutting slope retaining structure and pedestrian ramp 
to allow access from the station forecourt. 

• Works to strengthen Pill Viaduct. 

• Installation of the new Pill Junction. 

• Replacement of sleepers, re-railing, re-ballasting, slewing, tamping and track lifting. 

Access and Welfare 

 Key access and welfare locations for the works to this section will include Lodway Farm 

Compound, Pill Station car park and Ham Green compound.  
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Pill Junction to Ashton Junction 

Features 

 The section between Pill Junction and Ashton Junction is currently single track with a 30 mph 

line speed. Much of this section runs through the Avon Gorge and includes a number of 

tunnels, under bridges and over bridges. 

 Ongoing design indicates this section will remain single track, with a 30 mph maximum line 

speed, running approximately along the alignment of the existing freight line corridor. Some 

activities likely to be undertaken in order to achieve a track design that is suitable for 

passenger use include slewing, tamping, track lifting, re-railing, re-ballasting and sleeper 

replacement. 

Access and Welfare 

 Key access and welfare locations for the works to this section may include Lodway Farm Pill 

Station car park, Ham Green compound, Clanage Road compound, and Liberty Lane depot, 

Compound. There will also be a number of pedestrian track access and micro-welfare points 

installed throughout the Avon Gorge, approximately at 1 km intervals as ground conditions 

and topography allow. 

Procurement of the Main Contracts 

 The GRIP 3 outline design for the hourly plus scheme (see section 4.6 for explanation of the 

GRIP process) is ongoing. Contracts for the detailed design (GRIP 5) and construction of the 

works (GRIP 6 – 8) will be awarded to a number of construction companies depending on the 

nature of the work. It is likely that the track work and drainage will be in one package with the 

remainder split in to a civils package, a stations package and a signalling / telecoms package.  

 The main highways works in Portishead will be procured separately by NSDC. 

 It is likely that NSDC and / or Network Rail would also appoint a Supervising Engineer to ensure 

that the works are built according to the design. 

Hours of Working 

 The railway works along the operational railway between Pill and Ashton Junction will require 

daytime and night-time works in shifts, including 50 hr and 75 hr weekend possessions and at 

least one blockade of several weeks, most likely in summer 2021, for the works for Pill Viaduct. 

This could potentially disturb lineside neighbours, especially in built up areas such as Pill where 

residential property lies close to the railway.  

 The railway works along the disused railway are likely to be undertaken during the day-time as 

there is no need for railway possessions.  

 Highway works for local highways authorities are typically undertaken between 0800 and 1800 

during weekdays and on Saturday mornings. Construction works outside these hours are 

usually not permitted except by prior approval from the highways authority. 

Environmental Management During Construction 

 The Employers’ Requirements for environmental management during construction will be set 

out in the Codes of Construction Practice (“CoCP”) for the highways and the railway works. 

These documents will set out: environmental management requirements, general site 
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operations, and specific mitigation measures to be implemented by the contractor on a topic 

by topic basis covering air quality and carbon; cultural heritage; ecology and biodiversity; 

ground conditions; landscape and visual impact mitigation; materials and waste management; 

noise and vibration; soils, agriculture, land use and assets; transport, access, and non-

motorised users; and water resources, drainage and flood risk. 

 The successful contractors will prepare Construction Environmental Management Plans 

(“CEMP”) which will document how they propose to comply with the CoCPs. The contractors 

will be required to implement their CEMPs, which will be supervised by the Employers’ site 

engineers. 

Environmental Consents 

 In addition to the DCO, it may also be necessary to obtain certain environmental consents in 

advance of the works, as follows. 

• Ecological permits to handle protected species (bats, great crested newts, dormouse, and 
water vole) and close badger setts from Natural England. 

• Section 28 consents for works in a SSSI from Natural England. 

• Habitat Regulations Assessment for works in the Avon Gorge Woodlands SAC. 

• Environmental permits for activities in or near watercourses under the Environmental 
Permitting Regulations 2016 from the Environment Agency, such as replacement of 
culverts, track works close to a Main River, and within a floodplain.  

• Water abstraction and discharge licences from the Environment Agency and utility 
companies. 

• Waste handling, storage and disposal from the Environment Agency.  

4.5 Operational Phase 
Proposed Services 

 A new passenger train service will be provided between Portishead, Pill and Bristol Temple 

Meads over the likely operational hours of 0600 to 2400, subject to further development of 

the business case and contractual arrangements with the train operator. It is anticipated that 

the train service will operate hourly between 0600 and 2400, Monday to Saturday. On 

Sundays an hourly service is envisaged from 0900 to 1900. 

 The hourly service for the Portishead Branch Line entails; passenger trains operational hourly 

all day between Portishead and Bristol Temple Meads, calling at Pill, Parson Street, and 

Bedminster. This provides up to 18 passenger trains in each direction per day (Monday to 

Saturday), with approximately 10 passenger trains in each direction on Sundays. The 

alternative hourly service plus for the Portishead Branch Line entails; passenger trains 

operating every 45 minutes during the am and pm peak and hourly off peak, between 

Portishead and Bristol Temple Meads, calling at Pill, Parson Street, and Bedminster. This 

‘hourly service plus’ option provides up to 20 passenger trains in each direction per day 

(Monday to Saturday), with approximately 10 passenger trains in each direction on Sundays. 

 The proposed passenger service will take 23 minutes between Portishead and Bristol Temple 

Meads. The dwell times will be 3 minutes in Portishead and 30 seconds in Pill. 
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 The service will be operated with either class 165/6 trains or class 150/3 trains initially in 

three-car formations (3 carriages). The platforms at the new stations and the platforms at the 

existing stations between Portishead and Bristol Temple Meads will be long enough for five-

car trains in the future. 

 Freight trains will continue to operate although their operation will be subordinate to the 

passenger service timetable. Trains to Royal Portbury Dock will continue to have their existing 

agreed train paths. Where necessary freight trains will be required to wait on the Portbury 

Dock spur line for clearance prior to despatch in the ‘Up’ direction (to Bristol) or at the 

Bedminster Down Relief Line in the ‘Down’ to Portbury Dock. Freight trains will be limited to a 

maximum of 30 mph throughout the entire branch line, as is the current line speed. 

Routine Maintenance Activities 

 All Network Rail assets are subject to routine maintenance inspections and examinations. The 

existing maintenance regime will be increased due to the introduction of passenger services 

between Parson Street Junction and Portishead. 

 Vegetation along the railway is generally inspected annually by “cab ride”, every three years 

on foot, and in response to specific queries about hazards. Vegetation surveys are generally 

undertaken every five years and include the recording of reduced sight lines, hazardous trees 

and invasive species. Records are kept of incidents involving falling trees and branches. 

 Vegetation maintenance will be undertaken periodically to ensure adequate sight-lines along 

the railway and remove unstable trees and branches. The ballast and the cess must be kept 

clear of woody vegetation, and the ballast clear of 95% of other vegetation. The clearance 

includes the airspace above the ballast and cess, to avoid any overhanging branches near the 

railway. Where the line speed is less than 60 mph, a strip 3 m wide over the cess must be kept 

clear of vegetation on both sides of the rail. For speeds over 60 mph, the clearance distance is 

5 m.  

 Care is taken to avoid wind throw of trees, particularly on the edge of woodland, and to avoid 

vegetation clearance on earthworks that could lead to instability of the embankment or 

cutting slope. 

 Network Rail is currently developing a vegetation management plan as part of a Site 

Management Statement in consultation with Natural England for the management of 

vegetation through the Avon Gorge Woodlands SAC/Avon Woods SSSI to balance the safe 

operation of the railway with nature conservation objectives. 

 The train operating company will be responsible for activities in the stations such as cleaning, 

the removal of solid waste and litter, and maintaining utility connections. 

Incidents and Accidents 

 In the event of an incident on the railway, the site of the incident could be accessed along the 

railway itself or from permanent access points along the railway. A new emergency access will 

be provided to Pill Tunnel Eastern Portal, the longest tunnel on the scheme. 

 A Flood Plan is being developed to set out protocols to be followed in the event of a risk of 

flooding in consultation with the Environment Agency. 
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Tunnel Safety  

 The probability of a fire on the train or fire in the tunnel forcing a train to come to a halt is 

considered to be extremely low, for the following reasons. 

• The signalling system will only allow one train into Pill Tunnel at a time. The signal shall be 
given at either side outside of the tunnel and once a green signal is indicated, a train shall 
be given a clear way to pass through the tunnel. No signal shall be provided in the tunnel 
to stop a train. 

• It is considered that the only foreseeable cause for a passenger train to come to a stop 
within the tunnel because of a fire, would be the unexpected application of the brakes as a 
consequence of the fire. All proposed rolling stock has been designed to achieve continual 
operation for a minimum of 5 minutes after the outbreak of any fire. As the tunnel is only 
609 m long, any train on which a fire is detected would have sufficient time to pass 
through the tunnel at reduced power supply / free wheeled or come to a complete stop 
before entering the tunnel. All passenger rolling stock proposed are provided with 
automatic fire detection systems whereby the driver will be able to pick up a detection 
signal from the cab and respond accordingly. 

• All the passenger rolling stock proposed for the Scheme are diesel multiple units (“DMU”) 
where a serious fire affecting a single carriage and a single engine should not affect the 
other engines from other sections of the train. 

 Pill Tunnel is the longest tunnel along the Scheme at some 609 m. A fire strategy has been 

developed to address the requirements of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 

using the Common Safety Method set out by the ORR. 

 The key elements of the fire strategy for Pill Tunnel are summarised in Table 4-10 below. 

Table 4-10: Summary of the key features of the Fire Strategy for Pill Tunnel 

Item Provision 

Evacuation strategy A compacted ballast walkway shall be provided along the length of the tunnel complete 
with emergency lighting, to allow passengers to evacuate the tunnel at either end.  

Exit provision The exits will be via the two tunnel portals. 

Access and facilities 
for the fire service 

Fire service access shall be provided in the Network Rail maintenance compound near 
the east portal (Bristol side). 

Detection and alarm No automatic detection and alarm systems will be provided for the tunnel. 

Emergency lighting Emergency lighting shall be provided throughout the tunnel in accordance with BS 
5266-1. Light switches shall be provided at both portals and along the tunnel at 100 m 
intervals. 

Signage To be provided in accordance with BS 5499-1. Signage shall be provided at 50 m 
intervals, at head height, on both sides of the tunnel distance and direction to both 
portals. Signage shall be fluorescent / reflective and located co-incident with the tunnel 
lighting luminaries.   

Communications GSM-R system shall be provided to enable the driver to communicate from the cab to 
the Thames Valley Signalling Centre located in Didcot.  

 

 A fire strategy is not considered necessary for the other three tunnels given their short length. 
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4.6 Institutional Arrangements 
 North Somerset District Council has responsibilities for a wide range of services within its 

jurisdiction. The Council is acting as the promoter for the DCO Scheme on behalf of the West 

of England councils, through its Development and Environment Department. The Council’s 

Highways Department has responsibilities for the oversight of the highway designs, the 

procurement of construction services and supervision of construction of the highways works 

for this DCO Scheme. The planning department has responsibilities for developing and 

implementing local policy, adjudicating planning applications submitted to them, and will also 

act as a consultee for the DCO Scheme as an affected local authority. 

 Network Rail is responsible for the design of the railway infrastructure, procurement and 

supervision of the railway works during construction, and on commissioning will take on the 

responsibility for asset management and maintenance of all railway infrastructure.   

 The management and control process used by Network Rail for delivering projects that 

enhance or renew the operational railway is called Governance for Railway Investment 

Projects (“GRIP”). The GRIP process provides assurance that a project can successfully progress 

to the next stage. The GRIP process comprises of the following stages: 

• GRIP Stage 1 – Output Definition 

• GRIP Stage 2 – Feasibility 

• GRIP Stage 3 – Option Selection 

• GRIP Stage 4 – Single Option Development 

• GRIP Stage 5 – Detailed Design 

• GRIP Stage 6 – Construction, Test and Commission 

• GRIP Stage 7 – Scheme Handback 

• GRIP Stage 8 – Project Closeout 

 The GRIP stages also include environmental appraisal and the identification of environmental 

management and mitigation measures to address potentially adverse impacts. MetroWest 

Phase 1 is subject to the GRIP process. The GRIP 3 design for the previous half hourly scheme 

was completed in early 2017. However, additional design is needed along the operational 

railway for the hourly/ hourly plus Scheme which is ongoing. Some additional work usually 

undertaken in GRIP 4 and 5 was also brought forward to the GRIP 3 stage. The remaining 

design works for GRIP 4 will be undertaken in 2018 and GRIP 5 will be undertaken between 

spring 2019 and winter 2019/20. 

 It is envisaged that all the railway infrastructure and associated land currently in the 

ownership of NSDC will be transferred to Network Rail, except the car parks, highways and 

associated pedestrian and cycling works, and any land bought for environmental mitigation.  

 The train service will be run by a train operating company. The train operator is not yet 

confirmed; however the promoter NSDC is in discussion with the incumbent operator Great 

Western Railways and the Department for Transport. The franchise is due for renewal in April 

2020, prior to the opening of the Portishead Branch Line. 

4.7 Decommissioning 
 No specific plans have been formulated for the decommissioning phase of the Portishead 

Branch Line. It is expected that the services will continue for as long as there is a business case 
for doing so. Closure of railways is a regulated process, overseen by the Office of Rail and 
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Road. Disposal of railway assets is also regulated by the Office of Rail and Road under the 
terms of Network Rail's licence. 

 Railways are not designed to be decommissioned, although in accordance with paragraph 5.85 
of the NPSNN, development plan policies [and Network Rail's Sustainable Development 
Strategy], consideration will be given to the sustainability of materials used in construction, 
including their embodied carbon content, where choice is available and some information on 
this is provided in Chapter 12. For the NSIP, in the event that the train operating company 
decides to cease services on the Portishead Branch Line, it is likely that the railway assets will 
remain in place, as occurred after traffic ceased in the 1980s. Previous practice following 
railway closures suggests that the railway formation will remain available either for re-
development over time or finding an alternative transport use such as a guided busway or a 
cycle path. Such proposals would be subject to their own assessment including consideration 
of environmental effects. As such proposals are not reasonably foreseeable, the likely impacts 
cannot be assessed.   

 For any abandoned part of the railway track bed, vegetation would gradually encroach upon 
the railway line, with herbaceous plants, shrubs and trees gradually recolonising the railway 
corridor. The assets comprising the trackbed would gradually fall into disrepair due to the 
action of erosion and corrosion from rain, plants and animals. As the railway to be authorised 
by the DCO is largely laid at surface level between Portishead and Pill it is not anticipated that 
there would be significant need for ongoing maintenance work for embankments or cuttings. 
Ongoing maintenance of the cuttings and embankments would still be required along the 
operational railway from the Port to the main line. Network Rail would probably recover (and 
ideally re-use) items of values such as wiring, signalling equipment and principal supply points 
(“PSP”). 

 Remaining assets such as fencing would continue to be maintained. The bridges carrying 
highways over the DCO scheme and public rights of way would continue to be maintained to 
standards appropriate for the public use, as a result of the obligations of North Somerset 
District Council as local highway authority. 

 It is anticipated the line between Royal Portbury Dock and Parson Street would remain open 
for services to the Port. The currently operational railway would remain open for freight traffic 
even if passenger services ceased and any decision regarding the cessation of freight services 
would be one for the Freight Operating Companies and Bristol Port Company, so 
decommissioning the operational railway is not considered relevant or foreseeable for 
assessing the DCO Scheme. Were any decommissioning of all or part of the operational railway 

to be proposed in the future, a separate project would be developed, which would be 
accompanied by a specific assessment of the implications for the SAC. 

 It is not anticipated that the associated development comprising highway works or car parks at 
Portishead would be altered as a result of the cessation of rail passenger services between 
Portishead and Bristol. Similarly it is anticipated the car parks at Pill would remain as car parks 
albeit for all of the car parks development proposals might come forward over time and would 
be assessed for their planning impacts and any environmental effects at such time as such 
schemes came forward for the local planning authority to consider. Changes to the UK's use of 
fuel for transport mean that the nature of emissions from vehicles undertaking any removal of 
items could only be a matter of speculation. 

 For the reasons set out above, it is not possible to identify realistic options for 
decommissioning for assessment and no basis on which to consider that there would be 
reasonably foreseeable significant environmental impacts resulting from decommissioning. 
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4.8 Other Works Required for the MetroWest Phase 1 
Project 

 The other works required on the operational rail network to deliver the MetroWest Phase 1 
train service will be implemented by Network Rail under its permitted development rights and 
will not form part of the DCO Application. The locations of these works are shown in Figure 4-
18. 

 

 Figure 4-18: MetroWest Phase 1  

Liberty Lane Freight Depot 

 Liberty Lane Freight Depot (MetroWest Phase 1): A buffer stop and trap points are required at 
the depot entrance, within the sidings to enable the continuation of the existing freight train 
shunting movements from the depot across Parson Street Junction onto the Up Relief Line. 
These works are within Network Rail's operational boundary and will be implemented using 
their General Permitted Development rights. These works must be completed before the 
Portishead Branch Line DCO Scheme starts operating. 

Parson Street Junction 

 Parson Street Junction (MetroWest Phase 1): Part of the existing junction (switches and 
crossovers) needs to be renewed, which entails replacement of the track across the junction, 
replacement of signalling equipment and associated works. These works are within Network 
Rail's operational boundary and will be implemented using its General Permitted Development 
rights. These works must be completed before the Portishead Branch Line DCO Scheme starts 
operating. 

Parson Street Station 

 Parson Street Station (MetroWest Phase 1): Minor platform works are required to use 
platform 3, including adjustment to the platform copers, works to improve track drainage and 
associated works. These works are within Network Rail's operational boundary and will be 
implemented using its General Permitted Development rights. These works must be 
completed before the Portishead Branch Line DCO Scheme starts operating. 
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Bedminster Down Relief Line 

 Bedminster Down Relief Line (MetroWest Phase 1): The Down Carriage Line running from 
Bristol Temple Meads will be extended past Bedminster station to a new turn out on to the 
Down Main between Bedminster Station and Parson Street Station. The new turnout is 
required to enable freight trains returning to Royal Portbury Dock to be held in the 
southbound direction, allowing passenger trains to pass. The works will include the 
construction of a new crossover (turnout), renewal of approximately 1 km of track on the 
Down Carriage Line and associated signalling. These works are within Network Rail's 
operational boundary and will be implemented using its General Permitted Development 
rights. These works must be completed before the Portishead Branch Line DCO Scheme starts 
operating. 

Severn Beach / Avonmouth Signalling 

 Severn Beach / Avonmouth Signalling (MetroWest Phase 1): Minor signalling works are 
required to enable a longer layover period for passenger trains at Avonmouth station and 
Severn Beach station. These works are within Network Rail's operational boundary and will be 
implemented using its General Permitted Development rights. These works are not required 
for the operation of the Portishead Branch Line DCO Scheme.  

Bathampton Turnback 

 Bathampton Turnback (MetroWest Phase 1): The Bathampton Turnback will comprise a new 
crossover between the existing Up line to London and the Down line to Bristol. A short 
walkway (unsurfaced path) will be provided on the existing Up loop for train drivers to walk 
from one end of a train to the other end. After stopping at Bath, the local train from Bristol 
would continue into the Up loop at Bathampton from the Up line. The driver would then 
descend onto the walkway, walk to the other end of the train and mount the train, before 
moving forward and exiting the loop via a new signal and through the crossover to the Down 
line back to Bristol. All the works will be confined to Network Rail's existing land holding and 
will be undertaken by Network Rail under its General Permitted Development rights. These 
works are not required for the operation of the Portishead Branch Line DCO Scheme. 

 As these works will be carried out by Network Rail using its general permitted development 
rights, these elements are not being consulted upon for the DCO Scheme. 

4.9 References 
N/A 

4.10 Abbreviations 
CCTV  close circuit television 
CEMP  Construction Environmental Management Plan 
ch  chain 
CoCP  Code of Construction Practice 
CWR  continuous welded rail 
DCO  Development Consent Order 
GRIP  Governance for Railway Investment Projects 
GRP  Glass reinforced plastic 
GSM-R  Global System for Mobile Communications - Railway 
HGV  Heavy goods vehicle 
mi  mile 
MOVA Microprocessor Optimised Vehicle Actuation  
NCN  National Cycle Network 
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NMU Non-motorised users (commonly used term for pedestrians, cyclists and 
equestrians) 

Network Rail Network Rail Infrastructure Limited 
NSDC  North Somerset District Council 
NSIP  Nationally significant infrastructure project 
ORR  Office of Rail and Road (formerly Office of Rail Regulation) 
OSGR  Ordnance Survey grid reference 
PD  permitted development 
POD  Portishead Line 
PRoW Public rights of way 
PSP  Principal supply point (for signalling equipment) 
S&C  switches and crossings 
SAC  Special Area of Conservation 
TBC  To be confirmed 
 


